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Deformation of coherent structures
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Abstract
In this review we investigate the mathematical description of the distortion of clearly
recognisable structures in phenomenological physics. The coherent structures we will
explicitly deal with are surface waves on a layer of fluid, kink transitions in magnetic
material, plane vortices, swirling flows in cylindrical pipes and periodic patterns in pattern
formation equations. The deformation of such structures will be studied for perturbations
of different kinds. Problems with dissipation as a perturbation include the decay of surface
waves under the influence of uniform damping and viscosity, and the viscous decay of
vortices along branches that connect to a Leith vortex. Inhomogeneity as a perturbative
effect will be studied for waves above slowly varying topography, for the particle description
of kinks in inhomogeneous magnetic materials and for swirling flows in slowly expanding
pipes. Finally, slow variations in pattern formation equations will result in phase-diffusion
or amplitude equations.
The aim of this review is to show that the description of many perturbed evolutions
can be understood from a unified mathematical point of view. Even in all cases where
the perturbation, although assumed to be ‘small’, leads to distortions that are large on the
temporal and spatial scales that we are interested in, a valid approximation will be found as a
quasi-static or quasi-homogeneous succession of unperturbed states (an adiabatic evolution).
In this review the main emphasis will be on conservative systems with a Hamiltonian (or,
more general, Poisson) structure. We show that in many cases families of coherent structures
can be characterised explicitly as constrained critical points of the energy. The parameters
are the values of additional first integrals that are used as constraints, and the action of the
symmetry flows corresponding to those integrals that are not Casimir functionals.
Using the coherent structures as kinds of base function, and the parameters identifying
them as evolutionary quantities, successive evolutions are a nonlinear variant of Fourier’s
method. However, the smooth dependence on the parameters that characterise exact
solutions leads to degeneracy of the linearised equation that governs the error of any
approximation consisting of a succession of coherent structures. The asymptotically correct
dynamics for the parameters is then found from solvability conditions for this equation. To
be applicable in practice, the kernel of the adjoint linear equation should then be found
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explicitly. Although a constructive algorithm does not seem to exist in general, it is shown
that for the large class of Poisson systems there is a simple relation with the kernel of the
linearised operator that enables the construction.
The presentation of the mathematically intricate method is kept as transparent as possible
in all places, but in particular in a separate introductory section where the main ideas and
difficulties are explained.
This review was received in October 1995
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1. Introduction
In this introductory section we describe the kind of coherent structures and their deformations
that will be investigated in the rest of this paper. The specific cases we will deal with can
be considered as examples; the general theory to be presented can be (and has been) applied
in many more cases. No doubt, each specific problem requires the further investigation of
some characteristic technicalities, but the common features of the method can be clearly
distinguished. This will be done in a non-rigorous, sketchy way in section 2. Leaving
technical details to specific applications in the later sections, the description of the general
method serves as a motivation for much of the following and should also be useful as a
guideline for the study of other problems.
At the end of section 2 we introduce classes of equations with a special structure, most
notably those with a Hamiltonian structure. In the following section 3 this class is described
in more detail, and it is shown that for such systems coherent structures like solitary
waves, vortices, etc, can be found in a canonical way when some additional symmetry
(or degeneracy) is present. The characterisation of such states is related to the principle of
minimal energy: it is a generalisation to suitably constrained critical points of the energy.
The coherent structures obtained in this way appear in families. Using the elements as base
functions in a kind of nonlinear Fourier truncation, their distortion will be described when
certain perturbative effects are included.
In section 4 external perturbations will be studied, in particular dissipation. In section 5
systems with spatial inhomogeneity will be considered. Instead of looking at deviations
from a homogeneous system with some averaged value of the inhomogeneity, we show that
only a suitable dynamic adaption of the level of inhomogeneity can produce asymptotically
correct results.
In section 6 pattern formation equations will be investigated. Although one of the
underlying equations is now dissipative instead of conservative, the same general method
can be applied and leads to (in that case) a phase-diffusion equation for a slowly varying
spatial wave vector.
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Finally, section 7 contains some reflections on the results obtained and some conclusions.
Before describing the phenomena, let us finally give a schematic overview of the contents
of the review. This may be helpful in finding the way for those readers who are only
interested in specific parts. Clearly the rest of this section, and the mathematical description
of the methodology in section 2 are recommended for general reading.
1.1. Solitary waves
Consider a layer of incompressible fluid over an (un)even bottom (see figure 1). Let the
function D.x/ describe the bottom topography, and .x; t/ the surface elevation measured
from the undisturbed level z D 0. Let ./ denote the domain of the fluid, i.e.
./ D f.x; z/ 2 R2 j − D.x/ 6 z 6 .x; t/g:
Figure 1. The fluid domain ./ for a layer of water above an uneven bottom at z D −D.x/
with free surface described as the graph of a function z D .x; t/.
Under the assumptions that the flow is irrotational and incompressible, we can define
a fluid potential 8 that is related to the velocity field v by v D r8. The equivalent
incompressibility condition for 8 is
18 D 0 in ./:
This Laplace equation for 8 is completed by the boundary conditions at the bottom,
@8=@n D 0 with n the normal vector, and 8.x; z/ D .x/ at z D .x; t/ (we suppress
the t dependence most of the time). The potential is connected with the elevation by the
Bernoulli equation and the kinematic boundary condition (e.g. van Groesen and de Jager
(1994)). Zakharov (1968) (for infinite depth) and Broer (1974) discovered that all these
equations and relations between the elevation  and the fluid potential at the free surface,
, can be cast in Hamiltonian form:
@t




D

0 −1
1 0
 
H
H

with H the total energy,
H.; / D
Z
1
2g
2 dx C
Z
./
1
2 jr8j2:
Here 8 is the solution of the boundary value problem just sketched. Note that the kinetic
energy is rather implicitly defined. This problem is a source for several approximations for
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the kinetic energy and corresponding resulting equations for  and . We consider in this
review the description for surface waves in the Boussinesq approximation for uni-directional
waves, as given by the Korteweg–de Vries (KdV) equation.
The KdV equation can be formulated in several ways, depending on the analysis that
one wants to perform or the phenomena that are to be studied. In this review we will deal
with two extensions of the standard KdV problem. The KdV equation can be formulated in
a normalised form that is obtained when we scale all physical variables away, and introduce
a moving coordinate frame and a slow time. Then, expressed with a variable u, related to
the wave elevation, the Korteweg–de Vries equation reads
@tu C uxxx C 6uux D 0: (1.1)
The soliton solutions of (1.1) are the coherent structures. The first extension we will consider
is to study the behaviour of these solutions (structures) under the effect of damping. The
damping that will be considered may be of two forms: (i) uniform damping,
@tu C uxxx C 6uux D −"u (1.2)
or (ii) viscosity effects,
@tu C uxxx C 6uux D "uxx: (1.3)
Equation (1.3) is commonly called the Korteweg–de Vries–Burgers equation and appears
in many systems for which nonlinearity and dispersion are small but dominate viscous
effects. One example is, for instance, nonlinear acoustics of bubbly liquids (Crighton
(1995) and references therein). Both perturbed equations are studied in Ott and Sudan
(1970) where the decay of the amplitude of solitary waves is considered, using a two-time
scale mechanism. Karpman and Maslov (1977) studied the (general) evolution equation for
the soliton parameters ( , ‘velocity’, and  , position) using the inverse scattering transform.
The results for the parameter dynamics are similar to those obtained in Derks (1992) but
there it is actually proved for spatially periodic waves that at every moment of time the
solution of (1.2), together with its spatial derivative, can be approximated with a periodic
solitary wave, a cnoidal wave, and that the resulting error is O."/, uniformly for all time.
The uniform damping case with a time-dependent coefficient, " D ".t/, is studied by
several authors, for example Kakutani (1971), Johnson (1973) and Newell (1980). This
perturbation is used in order to describe a variable depth in the shallow water theory. More
generally, analogues of (1.2) with time-varying coefficients are studied in situations where
the medium in which the action takes place is changing (Ko and Kuehl 1980). Having
noted this, we come to the second extension of the usual KdV equation which we will study
in this review: the distortion of solitary waves due to (slowly) varying topography. The
formulation of the KdV equation that is needed for this case is the formulation in physical
variables, which should include of course the depth of the water. Above a flat bottom,
with D.x/ D  the depth, c D pg the velocity of infinitesimal waves, g the gravitational
acceleration and  the wave elevation measured from the undisturbed level, the equation is
given by
@t D −c@x

 C "

1
6
2xx C 34
1

2

(1.4)
Here " is a small parameter which is introduced in the Boussinesq approximation when
restricting to small waves of amplitude O."/ and long wavelength of order O.1=
p
"/. When
we restrict ourselves to very mild bottom variations,
D0.x/ D O."/
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the governing equation resembles (1.4) with  replaced by D.x/ and the operator c@x by
1
2 .C.x/@x C @xC.x//, C.x/ D
p
gD.x/. (See for the subtle considerations in the derivation
of this equation the paper by van Groesen and Pudjaprasetya (1993), and for other results in
this direction Newell (1985), and Grimshaw and Smyth (1986).) It is observed (Karpman
and Maslov 1978, Knickerbocker and Newell 1980) that, while running up, a solitary
wave develops a long shelf of amplitude ". This shelf compensates the loss of mass that
is caused by the distortion. Another way of taking this loss into account is by using a
generalised equilibrium or by splitting (unfolding: see section 3.3) of the one-soliton into
a two-soliton (Pudjaprasetya and van Groesen 1995). Djordjevic´ and Redekopp (1978)
studied the evolution of a wave train running over an uneven bottom by means of an
envelope equation. The results to be presented here will differ in general from others in
the sense that we recognise the governing (unperturbed) equation as a Hamiltonian system,
and in line with that we keep a Hamiltonian structure for the dynamics of the parameters.
Furthermore, the description is presented in the physical, untransformed variables which
allows direct interpretation of the mathematical results.
1.2. Bloch walls
Another example that will be treated in detail is the motion of a Bloch wall in an
inhomogeneous ferromagnetic crystal. Denoting by  D .x; t/ the angle that the spin
vectors make with a plane through the x axis (see figure 2), the governing equation is the
inhomogeneous sine-Gordon equation (de Leeuw et al 1980):
tt D xx − K.x/ sin 2: (1.5)
Figure 2. Structure of a Bloch wall in a uni-axial crystal. The magnetisation vector always
remains normal to the x direction. Taken from de Leeuw et al (1980).
Here K D K.x/ is the positive magnetic anisotropy function. Along with this equation, we
consider the family of uniform crystals, the homogeneous systems, for which the magnetic
anisotropy is constant. Hence, for  2 RC,
tt D xx −  sin 2: (1.6)
In such a uniform medium, ‘kink solutions’ exist that are monotone transitions from ‘spin-
up’ ( D 0) to ‘spin-down’ ( D  ). The transition region, the Bloch wall, is essentially
concentrated to a small interval; the width is related to the value of the horizontal momentum
(which is a conserved quantity), and determines the (constant) speed at which the kink
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translates. When the anisotropy constant depends on the spatial variable x such solutions
will deform since the momentum is not conserved anymore.
A few authors really worked on this case; very often one restricts the investigation to
local impurities, i.e. K.x/ D  C .x/, see e.g. Kivshar and Malomed (1989). A first step
towards understanding the general K.x/ problem is a simple energy balance (note that (1.5)
is still a conservative system). In that case K.x/ ranges from, for instance, 1 (x ! −1)
to 1C a > 0 (x ! 1) and one is interested in the conditions when the kink is transmitted,
reflected or trapped (Salerno et al 1985).
Already in the late 1970s (Kaup and Newell 1978) it was stressed that there is a strong
analogy between perturbed solitons and particles. This holds for local impurities (e.g.
McLaughlin and Scott (1978) and Fei et al (1992)) as well as for slow variations in K.x/,
i.e. K.x/ D NK."x/, as we will show in this review.
Two important approaches to finding a low-dimensional description of a distorting
kink are the use of inverse scattering theory (IST; see Kaup (1976) and Karpman and
Maslov (1977)) and the use of effective Lagrangians (Whitham (1974); see Fei et al (1992)
for an example in the sine-Gordon context). These methods are restricted to a certain
class of equations but are usually very powerful. McLaughlin and Scott (1978) pointed
out a link between the use of IST and direct perturbation theory in the case where the
unperturbed equation is completely integrable, such as for sine-Gordon. However, as we
will demonstrate, a direct use of IST in our problem leads to useless results since the
perturbation is not statically localised (it is dynamically localised, however). Sakai et al
(1987) solved this problem for a parametrically changed sine-Gordon equation (second-order
derivative with respect to space in (1.6) replaced by @x.x=‘.x//) by a coordinate change.
As mentioned before, our results will show a particle-like motion. Moreover, the
dynamics of the parameters will have a Hamiltonian structure and, by using all homogeneous
equations (1.6) as a family, parameterised by  , we can cure the above-mentioned problem
with the IST in a very elegant way.
1.3. Vortex patches
The two-dimensional example in this review will deal with vortex patches in the
plane. These patches are (more or less) isolated regions with vorticity, surrounded by
(approximately) irrotational flow. These patches and, in particular, pure tri-polar vortices,
had already been observed in several numerical simulations (e.g. Legras et al (1988)) when
van Heijst and Kloosterziel (1989) published their observation of a tri-polar vortex in a
laboratory environment. In the experiment the isolated tri-polar vortex structure is observed
to emerge from a mono-polar vortex (figure 3). We will describe vortex patches using the
Hamiltonian structure of the 2D Euler equations:
@t! C r!  J2rψ D 0
! D −1ψ (1.7)
with
J2 D

0 1
−1 0

:
Results that use this approach to model coherent vortex structures are given by Leith (1984)
in the case of mono-polar vortices and by Turkington (1983) for bi-polar vortices. We will
only deal with mono-polar patches in this review. For more information on bi-polar vortices
using this approach, see e.g. van de Fliert (1995). Other studies on patches can be found
in, e.g., Lamb (1945) and Dritschel (1985).
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Figure 3. Mono- and tri-polar vortices (van Heijst and Kloosterziel 1989).
The external perturbation that will act on these patches is viscosity, i.e. we will study
the viscous decay of the patches. This is done by adapting the parameters in the explicitly
obtained solutions in suitable manner. Van Groesen (1987, 1989) showed that that the
spatial structure of any solution of the 2D Navier–Stokes equations tends to a critical point
of the enstrophy on a level set of the energy. This result corresponds with the asymptotic
analysis by Foias and Saut (1984).
More specifically, we compare the (adiabatic) decay rates of several quantities, evaluated
for our approximation, with those of an exact solution of the 2D Navier–Stokes equations,
Oseen’s vortex. Performing this comparison using the viscous decaying uniform circular
patches as described in this review, we obtain consistent results. The viscous decay of
elliptical patches shows a relaxation towards axisymmetry; this is also observed in numerical
experiments by Melander et al (1987) and Dritschel (1988). Another result that is obtained
in van de Fliert and van Groesen (1992) is the fact that the maximum energy vortices (with
constraints on vorticity and angular momentum) dissipate in finite time to Leith vortices,
which in their turn show inconsistent evolution of the angular momentum: the vortex domain
of the approximation (which is compact for all time) does not expand sufficiently to meet
the growth of the angular momentum. The minimum energy vortices are physically more
relevant and van de Fliert and van Groesen (1992) show that these vortices are viscously
stable.
1.4. Swirling flows
Our 3D example is Euler flow in pipes. We study swirling flows in expanding (or varying)
pipes. Swirling flows are important in industrial applications, as in the transport of gas
(Steenbergen 1995), the flow in combustion chambers (Faler and Leibovich 1978, Rosendal
1993) and vortical flows produced by delta wings at large angle-of-attack (Hoeijmakers
1992). We will give some more details on the use of swirling flows in industrial combusters.
When burning fuels, there is often the problem of side-production of noxious pollutants.
One of these is nitrogen oxide, NOx , which is the main cause of acid rain. In order to
decrease the emission of NOx , much attention has been paid to multi-stage combustion. In
order to get an idea of this process, see figure 4. The main method of limiting the expulsion
of NOx is to separate zone B from zone C which in practice is usually done by creating a
re-circulation zone after the burner. A good theoretical understanding of the appearance of
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this re-circulation zone will be presented in section 5.
Figure 4. Low NOx combustion concept.
Another observation in many experiments on swirling flows in pipes is the occurrence
of a precessing vortex core, a re-circulation ‘bubble’ that makes a slow precession around
the symmetry axis of the pipe (Syred et al 1994); we will also describe a solution that
shows this phenomenon.
Figure 5. Measurement of a swirling flow in a sudden expansion. The expansion rate (diameter
outlet : diameter inlet) equals 2. Ink is injected at the heart line of the pipe. The streamlines are
curling around a flow reversal area (photo by Rosendal (1993)).
We consider the Euler equations for an incompressible fluid in a rotationally symmetric
pipe as a model for the gas flow in a combuster. In this review we wish to understand
the influence of changes in the pipe radius on swirling flows. The Euler equations for an
incompressible, inviscid fluid are given by
@tu C ω  u D −rh divu D 0 (1.8)
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where u denotes the velocity field, ω D curlu the vorticity field and h the total head:
h D p= C 12 juj2. With these assumptions, (1.8) is usually reduced to the so-called Bragg–
Hawthorne (Long–Squire) equation. This (possibly nonlinear) elliptic partial differential
equation for the stream function is of the form (see e.g. Bragg and Hawthorne (1950),
Benjamin (1962) or Batchelor (1967))
Lψ  −1
r
@
@r

1
r
@ψ
@r

− 1
r2
@2ψ
@z2
D 1
r2
g1.ψ/ − g2.ψ/: (1.9)
The functions g1 and g2 are related to the total head and circulation of the flow and equation
(1.9) is obtained since these functions satisfy a functional relation with the stream function
ψ. This relation could be determined from a given flow, for instance a uniform translating,
rigidly rotating flow in a uniform part of the pipe where the flow is prepared. In many cases
the interest is then to find the flow after a sudden expansion, where re-circulation areas, flow
reversals, may arise. However, in the areas where streamlines can be closed or have their
origin downstream, the choice of the functional relationship is less clear. This is closely
related to the phenomenon of vortex breakdown and several people suggested solutions to
this problem (Bossel 1969, Squire 1960, Benjamin 1962, 1967, Escudier and Keller 1983).
Different solutions, depending on parameters of the uniform inflow, have been found for
(1.9) by Batchelor (1967) and Rosendal (1993). In all these cases the functions g1 and g2
depend linearly on the stream function, which enables one to solve the equation explicitly
in uniform parts of the pipe. For instance, varying the rotation rate of the upstream rigid
rotation and the (sudden) expansion factor of the pipe radius, the following types of flow
configurations have been found: steady flow behind the expansion, a re-circulation area
behind a stagnation point on the symmetry axis with negative axial velocity around the
centre of the pipe, wavy flow patterns, and finally several re-circulation areas, periodically
in the axial direction. We will not detail the different results any further; instead we
would like to emphasise our non-standard approach and its relation to experimental results
(Rosendal 1993; see also figure 5).
We will approach the problem of deformation of swirling flows in expanding pipes by
using the Poisson structure of the Euler equations and thereby obtaining a family of swirling
flows that are critical point of the energy functional constrained to level sets of invariant
quantities. We construct z-independent, axisymmetric flows as well as z-independent non-
axisymmetric flows. The former are used in the description of deforming swirling flows in
expanding pipes which can model the appearance of re-circulation; the latter can be viewed
as a starting point for the study of a precessing vortex core. In our approach we are able
to relate several mathematical quantities to ‘physical numbers’ such as the swirl number.
These relations can give physical insight from mathematical predictions that arise from our
model.
1.5. Nonlinear Schro¨dinger as an envelope equation
The nonlinear Schro¨dinger (NLS) equation, given by
iqt D qxx C 2qjqj2
and its relatives, is of ‘universal’ importance since this equation models the evolution of
the envelope of weakly nonlinear waves (Calogero and Eckhaus 1987, 1988). Physical
examples are the propagation of pulses in optical fibres (Hasegawa 1990) and the form of
a vortex filament (Lamb 1980). We could have treated the NLS equation together with one
of these phenomena and perturb it (e.g. Hasegawa (1995)).
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However, in our review the deduction of the NLS equation from a perturbed linear
system is of paramount importance. To be more precise, we give a (non-rigorous) derivation
of the NLS equation for weakly nonlinear waves in a perturbed Klein–Gordon equation,
@2u
@t2
− @
2u
@x2
C u D "2ψ.juj/@
2u
@x2
: (1.10)
In this derivation we highlight certain aspects that are also found in the investigation of the
previous examples.
After that, we explicitly use the Hamiltonian structure of Klein–Gordon (set " D 0
in (1.10)), together with the first integral I , the momentum. The result is a perturbed
Hamiltonian system that describes the weakly nonlinear waves using as ‘collective
coordinates’ the momentum and position. We show that the NLS equation is equivalent to
our alternative description.
Observe that, although (1.10) is not a Hamiltonian system, the NLS equation is, as well
as our alternative description.
1.6. Convection patterns in large aspect ratio systems
Convection in a large aspect ratio horizontal layer of fluid heated from below is the example
to study pattern formation and behaviour of spatially extended systems (Busse 1967, Cross
and Newell 1984). For low values of the vertical temperature difference, conduction can
take care of the heat transport while the fluid is at rest. At a certain critical temperature
difference the stability of this conductive state is lost: new structures are formed that are
more stable. Very often these structures are cellular rolls which look like periodic patterns
when viewed from above. The final state (direction of the rolls, amplitude) depends on
a combination of external biases (Newell et al 1993) and usually a stationary state is not
reached.
One of the important observations is that a final state consists of several patches where
the rolls have some preferred direction (see figure 6). The boundaries between these patches
consist then of singular points (defects) where the orientation of rolls changes abruptly. In
this review we will focus on the patches but the reader can consult Newell et al (1993) for
many more results and references.
Figure 6. Configuration of convective rolls in large aspect ratio cells. Experimental results of
Croquette et al (1983).
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The model equation that is the starting point for our analysis is the complex Swift–
Hohenberg equation (see figure 7). Although it is natural to study two spatial dimensions
we restrict to the one-dimensional case: addition of more dimensions just introduces more
symmetry and more degeneracy. The equation is given by
Figure 7. Pictures from Greenside and Coughran (1984) that show the results of a numerical
simulation of the Swift–Hohenberg equation.
@tw C .@2=@x2 C 1/2w − Rw C w2w D 0: (1.11)
The constant R is the Rayleigh number and incorporates the temperature difference. w
describes the periodic pattern (note that we do not look at the fluid motion itself but only
at the pattern which results from this motion).
Equation (1.11) has stationary solutions of the form A exp.ix/ which correspond to
rolls with a fixed direction:  plays the role of wave vector. The idea is that the patches
correspond to solutions of (1.11) with a slowly varying wave vector as a function of time
and space. The small parameter is in this case connected with the observed phenomena:
the ratio between the thickness of the rolls d and lateral dimension of the patches, L.
The theory for studying these patterns is already quite developed and two names that
are connected with the phase-diffusion equation that we will re-derive for k are Cross and
Newell (1984). We will show that the mathematics of this example is closely related to
that of previous examples, despite the fact that (1.11) is dissipative and the other examples
Hamiltonian (conservative).
2. Sketch of the mathematical method
In this section we describe the basic ideas of the mathematics behind the construction of
the quasi-static approximations. We will not go into all the technical details here but give
instead a general description, emphasising the (most times simple) ideas that may require
much more detailed analysis to be justified completely. In the following sections some of
the details will be presented.
Family of solutions of unperturbed problem. For all the examples described in the
introduction, the first and main observation is the existence of families of coherent structures.
For instance, the solitary waves in unperturbed systems do not come as isolated entities.
Looking at their shape, for each value of the amplitude there is a soliton profile at each
position. Hence the profiles can be parameterised by two parameters: amplitude and
position. Quantities such as the propagation velocity are then functionally related to these
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parameters (for example to the amplitude). Furthermore, a translation with this velocity is
a dynamic solution. As we will see in what follows, it is important to distinguish between
the spatial profile of the phenomenon, the coherent structure, e.g. the wave shape, and the
corresponding dynamic solution, the (unperturbed) coherent evolution, which is the solitary
wave in this example. Both views are useful: the quasi-static approximative evolution in
perturbed systems will be described as a succession of the states (profiles), but the actual
succession will be determined from solvability conditions that are determined by the dynamic
evolution. In this section we describe the main idea in a general setting, leaving technical
details to the following sections.
The starting point is an evolution equation that we describe in a general form as a
first-order (in time) equation:
@tu D K.u/: (2.1)
In most of our examples, this will be a nonlinear partial differential equation: the state u
depends on time t and spatial variables x, and the vector field K involves spatial derivatives
of u.
In much of the following the vector field K will have a specific form, reflecting
particular properties of the system. For instance, when K is a Hamiltonian vector field (or
more generally a Poisson field) conservation properties of the energy (and other symmetry
properties) will be used in the description of the quasi-static evolution. At the end of this
section we will distinguish between two main classes of equations, loosely speaking those
describing dissipative phenomena and those describing conservative phenomena, but for
now there is no need to specialise to such a specific structure.
The main property that we use is that there exists a family of special solutions. That
is, we assume that there is a family of solutions depending smoothly on parameters p; we
will denote these evolutions by V .p; t/. The corresponding states, U.p/, obtained as the
profile of the solutions at each moment of time will form some manifold M:
M D fU.p/ j pg: (2.2)
Note that for brevity we do not specify the parameter set explicitly. By its construction, the
set M is invariant for the flow: starting with an initial condition in M, the whole future
evolution remains in M. This set of states forms a manifold of what will be in this review
the coherent structures; the dimension is the number of parameters, say n. For instance, the
amplitude and position of solitary wave profiles act as parameters of the two-dimensional
manifold of solitary waves.
Presentation as a nonlinear Fourier method. The main idea is to consider M as a set
of base functions with the aid of which solutions of a perturbed equation are to be
approximated. That is, curves in M (parameterised with time) will represent evolutions
that may approximate, when properly chosen, the perturbed evolutions. Specifying the
parameter dynamics that determines a curve, t 7! p.t/, such a parameterised evolution is a
succession of coherent states:
t 7! U.p.t// 2 M: (2.3)
For the unperturbed equation, in view of the fact that M is invariant and consists of exact
coherent evolutions, some choices of p.t/ will correspond to the exact solutions.
At this point it may be illustrative to compare this procedure with the well-known
method of Fourier truncation, or any approximation with a linear set of base functions
k; 1 6 k 6 N . In that case an evolution in the linear space spanned by the base elements
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N  span[1; : : : ; N ] is described as a linear combination with coefficients that depend
on time:
t 7! Ou.t/ 
NX
1
ck.t/k: (2.4)
The linearity may have some advantages in such a method, but the evolution determined
by a curve in the manifold M is not essentially different, and can therefore be considered
as a kind of nonlinear Fourier method.
It should be observed that, in the linear Fourier method, in most cases no evolution
in N will produce an exact solution of the underlying system: N is not invariant for the
(unperturbed) flow in general, in contrast to the set M described above. This is related to
the choice of the base elements in N , which are in general independent of the equation,
which is different from the construction of M.
Nevertheless, in many cases we use a space like N , and evolutions therein, to
approximate an exact solution of an equation. In the same way we will use the set M
to approximate the solutions of a perturbed equation for which M is not invariant anymore.
In both cases the parameter dynamics has to be derived from the (perturbed) equation.
Without further specification the choice of this dynamics is not (uniquely) defined. This
can be rephrased in more geometrical terms as follows. If an evolution in N (or M) is to
be viewed as a projection of some solution into this set, the question is to determine this
projection. Such a projection is determined by specifying the parameter dynamics.
Let us first recall how such a projection is obtained in the Fourier-like methods. Then
often the residue is considered. That is, if Ou.t/ D PN1 ck.t/k.x/ is the approximation, with
coefficients ck.t/ to be determined, one looks how well Ou satisfies the equation. Defining
the evolution operator E by
E.u/ :D @tu − K.u/ (2.5)
the residue of Ou is by definition E. Ou.x; t//. The residue vanishes only for exact solutions
and it should be small for a good approximation. In order to achieve this, the method of
weighted residues requires the residue to vanish at each time in N independent directions.
Specifically, if h ; i denotes some (spatial) inner product, and a set of N ‘weight functions’
ψk is chosen, the vanishing of
hE. Ou/; ψki D 0 (2.6)
for k D 1; : : : ; N leads to N equations from which, in principle, the N coefficients ck can
be determined. In the special case that ψk is a set dual to k , meaning that hk; ψj i D kj
(Kronecker symbol), this is known as Galerkin approximation. It may be observed that the
choice of the weights determines the resulting approximation, since the residue is required
to vanish along the set N   span[ψ1; : : : ; ψN ]. Without further investigation it is difficult
to specify the quality of this approximation, and to determine a ‘best’ choice for the weights.
This is true if the set N in which the approximation is sought is considered to be fixed.
But in Fourier-type approximations the parameter N , the dimension of the set in which the
solution is sought, is not fixed but (in principle) allowed to increase without bound. If then
the base functions are a complete set for the underlying infinite-dimensional state space,
it can often be proved that the approximation with increasing N converges to the actual
solution. Consequently, the truncation to a linear space of fixed dimension also converges
under the influence of the behaviour outside this set to the actual evolution. This is the
basic philosophy of truncation methods and explains why statements about best choices for
the projection to a space of fixed dimension are not so relevant, given the convergence to
the exact solutions.
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The situation with the manifold of coherent structures is essentially different. Then, in
general, the dimension of M is rather small, and the set has to be treated as given, instead
of as being embedded in a family of sets that covers the whole state space. There are
two consequences to this difference. First, the idea could arise that, because of the low
dimensionality, the possible approximations are necessarily rather poor. Undoubtly this is
true if arbitrary solutions were sought (which can successfully be dealt with in Fourier-type
expansions). On the other hand, since M consists of elements that have a close relation to
the problem at hand, it turns out that the approximation can be quite good for a restricted
class of solutions, namely those starting close to the manifold. Second, the choice of the
‘best’ possible projection becomes more profound. Now no limiting procedure is possible
that leads (in principle) to the correct projection. Instead, the projection has to be found
from a direct investigation of the problem itself.
Before proceeding with further analysis of this problem, it is useful to view the projection
in a more geometric way as follows. Without restriction, the geometric meaning of this
procedure can best be explained for the Galerkin method. The duality relations imply
that N  can be identified with N . In doing so, the conditions for the residue mean that
E. Ou/ is required to be orthogonal to N , i.e. that its component along N vanishes. Stated
differently, it follows that (2.6) leads to
@tck D
*
K
 NX
1
cjj

; ψk
+
(2.7)
where the right-hand sides are the components of the original vector field K evaluated at a
point in N in the direction ψk . Writing
K.u/ D Kk.u/ C K?.u/ for u 2 N (2.8)
with
Kk.u/ D
NX
1
hK.u/; ψkik (2.9)
Kk.u/ can be viewed as the component of K tangent to the (linear) set N , and equation
(2.7) means that the approximation Ou.t/ satisfies the equation
@t Ou D Kk. Ou/: (2.10)
This is the so-called projection of the original equation along N . But note, once again, that
this projection depends on the choice of the weight functions.
Analysis of the perturbed system, investigation of the error. Returning to the set M, since
it is invariant for the original flow, the vector field K only has a tangential component. Let
us therefore introduce explicitly a ‘perturbation’ of the equation:
@tu D K.u/ C "P .u/: (2.11)
This perturbation may also be the effect of a local homogenisation of an inhomogeneous
equation, as we will see in section 5, but it is simpler to view it here as a given vector field
P . The parameter ", assumed to be small, scales the perturbation; it is also a convenient
way to trace back the effects of the perturbation in the formulae to come. Decomposing P
in a tangential and transverse component (in a neighbourhood of M)
@tu D K.u/ C "Pk.u/ C "P?.u/ (2.12)
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a special case is obtained if the transversal perturbation vanishes on M. Then clearly M
remains invariant and a suitable parameter dynamics t 7! p.t/ will produce the solutions
of
@tu D K.u/ C "Pk.u/ (2.13)
on M. In the more interesting case, however, P is not tangent to M and M is not invariant
for the perturbed dynamics. Then the decomposition of P in a tangential and transverse
component has to be specified.
We will now indicate that the condition to obtain a uniformly valid quasi-static
approximation in M will determine the decomposition, and therefore the quasi-static
evolution in M.
Denote the quasi-static evolution in M by Ou.t/, and its difference with an exact solution
by :
u.t/ D Ou.t/ C  Ou.t/ 2 M: (2.14)
Starting with an initial condition in M, i.e. .0/ D 0, we look for evolutions for which
.t/ D O."/ (2.15)
on time intervals for which the evolution in M changes in order unity. For the investigation
of the error, the linearised equation has to be studied. Therefore, introduce for the evolution
process the notation
E.u/  E0.u/ − "P .u/ E0.u/  @tu − K.u/ (2.16)
and for the linearisation
E 00.u/  [@t − K 0.u/]: (2.17)
Here K 0.u/ is the formal Frechet derivative:
for any : K 0.u/  d
d
K.u C /

D0
:
Then, as long as  is of the order ", it holds that
E. Ou C / D E. Ou/ C E 0. Ou/ C O."2/ D E. Ou/ C E 00. Ou/ C O."2/
and so in lowest order the error  satisfies
E 00. Ou/ D −E. Ou/: (2.18)
In this equation, the residue E. Ou/ is recognised: the implicit information as to how much the
approximation Ou as a trajectory in M deviates from being an exact solution of the perturbed
equation. In view of the definition of M and the order-" perturbation, this residue will be
of order ". Then from the linearised error equation it should follow also that  D O."/.
This is certainly the case if E 00. Ou/ is bounded invertible. However, we will show below that
from the fact that the manifold M consists of solutions of the unperturbed equation, the
linearised operator is in fact degenerate. Then a solution of O."/ can only exist provided the
residue lies in the range of E 00. Ou/, which means that certain necessary solvability conditions
have to be satisfied. These solvability conditions will determine the appropriate evolution
Ou in M.
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Sufficient conditions for dynamical stability. We now elaborate a little on sufficient
conditions for dynamical stability in the case where we deal with systems with a clearly
defined (positive definite) energy (Hamiltonian).
The solvability conditions that will result from the analysis further on in this section
are a necessary, but not yet a sufficient, condition to guarantee that the deviation  from
the tangential flow remains uniformly small. Further conditions are required to cope with
the higher-order effects. Several technical conditions have to be verified that cannot be
described in full detail here; we restrict ourselves to the description of the main idea.
Typically, such investigations are based on the use of Lyapunov-type functionals. Using
the Hamiltonian H (energy) as a natural candidate, its value at the exact solution should be
compared with the value on M at the current value of some globally defined functionals J
that are used to describe the manifold M. Hence, consider
L.u/  H.u/ − h.p/ with p :D J.u/
where h.p/ is the so-called value function, the value of the Hamiltonian evaluated at U.p/.
In fact, this is the common choice if the tangential motion is a coherent evolution (for which
p is fixed). This functional then defines a distance function (not measuring deviations caused
by a flow that leaves M invariant). For stability investigations, energy arguments of this
type, related to Dirichlet’s principle, are well known, and have been generalised in Holm
et al (1985).
A tangential motion will change the value of J and the expression h.p/ changes
accordingly. In fact, the value of L vanishes identically on M:
L.U/ D 0 for all U 2 M:
Being (degenerate) minimal at each point of M, this defines a distance function measuring
the transversal component . To be applicable for long-time investigations, this distance
function should have some uniformity properties which puts certain uniformity conditions
on the constrained minimality of the coherent states U over the interval of p-values that
are transversed by the tangential evolution. When these conditions are satisfied (a slight
modification of) this functional produces the result that the transversal deviation remains
uniformly small. See van Groesen and de Jager (1994), Derks (1992), and Derks and van
Groesen (1994) for details in various problems.
Degeneracy as a natural consequence. Let us first investigate the degeneracy. Since we
have an n-parameter family of solutions in M, there is n-fold degeneracy. In the notation
introduced above, the fact that V .p; t/ are solutions is expressed by
E0.V .p; t// D 0: (2.19)
Differentiating with respect to each of the parameters gives
E 00.V .p; t// Nk D 0 with Nk  @V .p; t/=@pk: (2.20)
Restricted to a specific time, at which V .p; t0/ is denoted by U.p/, the same restriction
leads to the tangent space to the manifold M at the point U :
E 00.U.p// Nk D 0 (2.21)
where we can interpret the tangent vectors also as follows:
Nk  @U.p/=@pk: (2.22)
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Solvability conditions. Now that we have observed that degeneracy of the linearised
evolution operator is a natural consequence of the fact that the basic manifold consists
of exact solutions, we can investigate the solvability problem for the error equation (2.18).
To that end we simplify notation and write L  E 00. Ou/, and f  −E. Ou/, and the solvability
is investigated for the operator equation
L D f: (2.23)
This problem is a generalisation of the standard question from linear algebra: for given
n  m matrix A, and given m-vector b, does there exist an n-vector x such that Ax D b;
in other words, when does b belong to the range of A? Under some conditions for the
operator L, the answer to this question for the operator equation is a direct generalisation of
the result in finite dimensions, and is then known as the Fredholm alternative. The necessity
of certain solvability conditions can be seen without any additional conditions and will now
be derived. The starting point is to view the operator equation in a weak sense as follows.
With h ; i some inner product, consider sufficiently many appropriate elements  such that
the original equation L D f is equivalent with the condition that for all  it holds that
hL;  i D hf;  i: (2.24)
A next step is to introduce the (formal) adjoint of the operator L as the operator L such
that hL;  i  h;L i. In the finite-dimensional case, the elements  are m-vectors, and
the adjoint of the n  m matrix A is its transpose: the m  n-matrix obtained from A by
interchanging the role of row and column vectors. With the adjoint, the weak formulation
of the operator equation can be rewritten as
h;L i D hf;  i (2.25)
which should hold for all appropriate  . Now observe that, if the adjoint L is singular,
there can be no solutions provided f satisfies the correct solvability conditions; specifically,
it follows that f should satisfy
hf; N i D 0 for all N for which L N D 0. (2.26)
Briefly this can be stated that f should be orthogonal to the kernel of the adjoint:
f ? ker.L/: (2.27)
This is (the necessity part of) the Fredholm alternative:
 either L is regular, i.e. ker.L/ is trivial, and then no solvability conditions for f are
found in this way,
 or ker.L/ is non-trivial, say it is a q-dimensional space; then f has to satisfy q
orthogonality conditions: hf; N i D 0 for q elements N from ker.L/ that form a basis.
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We will mainly deal with these necessary conditions in the following†.
The solvability conditions for the error equation. The above reasoning produces the
parameter evolution in an implicit way as follows. Returning to the original notation for the
error equation, the arguments above lead to solvability conditions that should be satisfied
by the residue. To formulate these conditions, it should be noted that in the definition of
the (formal) adjoint an inner product is used, which can best be denoted here by hh ; ii,
since it consists of an integration over time of a spatial inner product h ; i:
hh ; ii D
Z
h ; i dt:
If we denote the adjoint (with respect to the spatial inner product) of the linearised vector
field K 0. Ou/ by K 0. Ou/, the equation for the elements from the kernel of E 00. Ou/ can be
explicitly described by
E 00. Ou/ N  [−@t − K 0. Ou/] N D 0: (2.28)
From now on we will call these elements the adjoint null elements. With these notations,
the solvability conditions can be explicitly written as
hhE. Ou/; N ii D 0 (2.29)
for all adjoint null elements. In an implicit way, these conditions will determine the
evolution t 7! Ou.t/ 2 M. Observe that both the residue E. Ou/, as well as the adjoint
null elements N , depend in a complicated way on Ou. But, at least, both E. Ou/ and the adjoint
E 0. Ou/ depend on this approximation (and not on the unknown exact solution); hence, for
given Ou.t/, these quantities can be explicitly determined.
† We give a few remarks about the sufficiency of these conditions; necessarily this requires some more technical
details. The main aim is to show that in most applications the necessary conditions are also sufficient.
Let L be a map from a Banach space V in a Banach space W . With V ; W  the dual spaces of V and W ,
respectively (the spaces of linear functionals), the adjoint L maps W  into V . Let S be a subset of the Banach
space V . The annihilator S? is a closed linear manifold of the dual of V , V , consisting of all f 2 V  such that
f ? S with respect to the duality map (action of linear functional on an element from the corresponding space),
which will also be denoted by h ; i.
With these preliminaries, looking at all elements  2 V;  2 W  for which
hL;  i  h;L i D 0
it follows easily that the range of L is perpendicular to the kernel of L:
range.L/ ? ker.L/:
Supposing that ker.L/  W  is finite dimensional, it is a closed subset and has a complementary (closed) subspace
in W , denoted by ker.L/?. From the above it follows that range.L/ D ker.L/?, provided that range.L/ is a
closed set. In that case, the derived solvability conditions, f ? ker.L/, can be rewritten as f 2 ker.L/?, and
hence f 2 range.L/. This shows that, under these assumptions, the necessary solvability conditions are also
sufficient.
Operators for which the stated conditions hold include the so-called Fredholm operators: operators L for which
both L and L have finite-dimensional kernel, and with closed ranges. The index of such an operator is then
defined as the difference of dimension of the kernels. In linear algebra, every matrix is a Fredholm operator
in this sense and, in fact, all matrices have index zero (as a consequence of the dimension result for matrices:
dimension kernel plus dimension range equals the dimension of the space). In many applications when dealing
with partial differential equations, the linearised equations define operators of Fredholm type, often of index zero.
For equations that are bounded perturbations of a strongly elliptic equation, this has been shown by Berger (1977);
for equations with a Poisson structure this will be shown to be a consequence of the kernel theorem, to be presented
in section 4. Observe that zero index indicates that the number of solvability conditions equals the dimension of
ker.L/ itself: if L is singular, so is L, and the number of solvability conditions equals dim ker.L/ D dim ker.L/.
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A point of major practical importance is to determine the adjoint null elements explicitly.
In specific cases these can be related to the elements from the kernel of E 00. Ou/, the null
elements, that satisfy
E 00. Ou/ N  [@t − K 0. Ou/] N D 0: (2.30)
We have seen in the previous subsection that the dynamic invariance of the basic set M
led to the explicit description of these null elements. But in general this is of no help in
determining the adjoint null elements explicitly, which may obstruct the construction above.
Nevertheless, in several applications (which, probably for this reason, seem to be the only
examples that can be found in the literature) it turns out to be possible to determine the
adjoint null elements explicitly. Except for two cases, no general result is known. The
two exceptional cases cover classes of equations with a special structure. In this review in
sections 4 and 5 we will present the result in one case, which deals with the large class
of Poisson systems. This result seems to be new in this generality. Another result is for
so-called gradient systems, an example of which is treated in section 6. To see the reasons
that enable the determination of the adjoint null elements, both cases will now be described
in a simplified version.
Dissipative and conservative systems. We now describe two large classes of equations.
Both can be formally written in the same way with the aid of one functional H and an
operator. The distinction between the two classes depends on the property of the operator
0 as we will see.
The evolution equation is of the form
@tu D 0H.u/: (2.31)
Here H is the functional, and the notation H.u/ is used to denote the variational derivative.
Since we use it repeatedly in the following, and to emphasise that it depends on the choice
of the spatial inner product (which will always be the L2-inner product in the applications),
we state its precise definition.
For a ‘variation’ v, the first variation of the functional H at a point u in the direction
v is nothing but the directional derivative:
H.uI v/ :D d
d
H.u C v/

D0
:
In most cases we deal with density functionals of the form H.u/ D R h[u] dx, where the
integration is over the domain of definition of the functions u, and the density h[u] depends
on u and a finite number of its spatial derivatives. Then H.uI v/ can often be transformed
by partial integration to the L2-inner product of an expression with v. In general, boundary
conditions appear from the partial integration. When these vanish (for instance by restricting
v to test functions that vanish near the boundary of the domain), the notion of variational
derivative H.u/ can be defined as†
d
d
H.u C v/

D0
D hH.u/; vi:
Before we continue to investigate further properties of the equation, note already that special
solutions of (2.31), namely equilibrium (time-independent) solutions Nu, are given by the
critical points of H (minimisers, maximisers and saddle points), since then H. Nu/ D 0.
† Note that, in this definition, H.u/ is a realisation of the linear functional, and so can be interpreted as an
element from the dual space.
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Furthermore, in the evolution equation (2.31) an operator 0 appears; to restrict ourselves
to the simplest cases here, we will only consider operators 0 that are constant, i.e.
independent of u. The two special classes of evolution equations are described depending
on the property of 0. This property of 0 will determine whether the value of H changes
or remains constant. To that end, note that for a solution
@tH.u/ D hH.u/; @tui D hH.u/; 0H.u/i:
Independent of H.u/, the last term may have a specific sign from properties of the operator
0 only. This distinguishes two
 0 is a symmetric operator:
h0; i D h; 0i:
In this case the evolution equation is called dissipative when 0 is negative definite since
then H decreases monotonically outside equilibrium points:
@tH.u/ 6 0:
When H is bounded below, every solution starting near an isolated minimiser of H , or
near any non-degenerate local minimiser, will tend time-asymptotically to the minimiser.
A particular case is when 0 is (minus) the identity; then the equation is a so-called
gradient system.
A specific (linear) example is the diffusion equation (on a finite domain homogeneous
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions have to be added)
@tu D 1u
which can be written like (2.31) for 0 D 1 and H.u/ D 12
R
u2, or for 0 D −Id and
H.u/ D 12
R
.ru/2.
 0 is a skew-symmetric operator:
h0; i D −h; 0i:
Then the equation is a Hamiltonian system (if 0 is invertible, otherwise it is a Poisson
system), and the Hamiltonian H is a first integral, i.e. is conserved during any evolution:
@tH.u/ D 0. Hamiltonian systems from classical mechanics are standard examples; then
in even-dimensional state spaces, 0 is the symplectic matrix. In infinite-dimensional
systems, a specific example is the first-order wave equation in one space variable x
@tu D @xu
which is of the form (2.31) for 0 D @x and H.u/ D 12
R
u2; the standard second-order
wave equation is described with
u D

q
p

H.u/ D 12
Z
[q2 C p2] 0 D

0 @x
@x 0

:
In the examples in this review, the equations are of this form (somewhat generalised to
allow for the fact that 0 depends on the state u). In the dissipative system (section 6), the
manifold M will consist of equilibrium solutions. For the conservative systems, the set M
is constructed with the aid of so-called relative equilibria, a notion that will be explained
in detail in the next section.
In both cases, the linearised operator is easily found, and the elements from its kernel
satisfy the equation
@t N − 0H 00. Ou/ N D 0:
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Here H 00 denotes the second derivative operator. Since this second derivative is symmetric
it follows that the adjoint null elements satisfy in the two different cases:
−@t N − H 00. Ou/0 N D 0 when 0 D 0
−@t N C H 00. Ou/0 N D 0 when 0 D −0
respectively. Assuming the null elements to be known, under certain conditions the adjoint
elements can be found. We list some of these conditions in each of the two cases.
 In the dissipative case, when Ou is an equilibrium solution, with any null element N.t/
there corresponds an adjoint null element given by N .t/ D 0−1 N.−t/ (where 0 is
supposed to be invertible). In particular, with time-independent null elements, a (time-
independent) adjoint null element is given by N D 0−1 N . We will see a specific example
in pattern formation equations in section 6.
 In the conservative case, corresponding to every null element N there is an adjoint
element N D 0−1 N , provided the inverse 0−1 makes sense. We will show in section 4
that this result generalises to more general Poisson systems for which 0 may depend
on u: the kernel theorem. The applications in section 3, 4 and 5 deal with systems of
this kind.
Conclusion. In this section we have tried to describe the underlying mathematical method
and ideas in a way as simple as possible. It should have become clear that, from a somewhat
generalised view, the solvability conditions arise in a natural way as necessary requirements
in order to arrive at an approximation that is asymptotically correct. In the following sections
we will provide more details and introduce further notions whenever required. For more
details about conservative, unperturbed systems with a Poisson structure, the monograph of
van Groesen and de Jager (1994) can be consulted; the present review can be viewed as an
elaboration of chapter 7 of part I in that book.
3. Coherent structures as relative equilibria in Poisson systems
In more detail and generality than in the previous section, we introduce in this section the
notation and main notions for Hamiltonian and Poisson systems. These systems are well-
known from classical mechanics; the main point here is the generalisation of the notation and
the results to infinite-dimensional systems, i.e. for partial rather than for ordinary differential
equations. When a Poisson system has, beside the Hamiltonian, at least one additional first
integral (that may correspond to a symmetry of the system) a generalisation of equilibrium
solutions can usually be found. They are the so-called relative equilibria, and can be
understood as critical points of the Hamiltonian on level sets of this additional integral. So,
when the Hamiltonian has the interpretation of the energy of the system, which is often the
case, equilibria are critical points of the energy, while relative equilibria are then constrained
minimisers of the energy, constrained to a level set of the additional integral. In contrast to
the usual non-degeneracy of the equilibria, the relative equilibria generally appear as non-
isolated states: with each state, the symmetry flow acting on this state will also be a relative
equilibrium, the union of which defines the manifold of relative equilibria (MRE). This
degeneracy leads to the fact that there exist relative equilibrium solutions, special dynamic
solutions of the equation. This is characteristic for Hamiltonian and Poisson systems. In
the applications to be treated the relative equilibria are called coherent structures, and the
solutions coherent evolutions.
Below we give the details of the variational formulation of the relative equilibria and
investigate in some detail the geometry of the manifold that they form. If more integrals are
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known and used to find relative equilibria, this can be viewed as an unfolding of the MRE;
this will also be described and illustrated. The last section will deal with the examples that
play a role in the review.
3.1. Notation
In this section we introduce the notation and give the main definitions for Poisson systems.
The notation for (in)homogeneous Poisson systems will be quite similar, but will be given
in section 5.
With the state evolving in a state space denoted by u 2 U , the evolution equation for a
Poisson system has a specific form that can be described as follows. Let 0 be a so-called
structure map (possibly depending on the state), which means that
fF; Gg.u/ :D hF .u/; 0.u/G.u/i
defines a Poisson bracket (skew-symmetric and satisfying Jacobi’s condition). As stated in
section 2, here and in the following F denotes the variational derivative of the (density)
functional F with respect to the spatial inner product or duality map h ; i; this derivative
is an element of the cotangent space to U : F .u/ 2 T u U , and 0.u/ is a mapping from
T u U into the tangent space TuU . Then a Poisson system is described for a particular
(autonomous) Hamiltonian H.u/ by
@tu D 0.u/H.u/: (3.1)
When 0.u/ is invertible, (3.1) is called a Hamiltonian system. In the following, the flow
map for (3.1) will be denoted by 8Ht : the solution of (3.1) with initial condition u0 is given
by
u.t/ D 8Ht .u0/:
The vector field XH.u/ will denote the Hamiltonian vector field,
XH.u/  0.u/H.u/:
When the Hamiltonian density does not depend on the spatial coordinate x, i.e. the system
has spatial translation symmetry, Noether’s theorem implies the existence of a first integral,
I , describing the momentum in this spatial direction. More generally, I is a first integral
iff it Poisson commutes with H , i.e. fH; I g D 0; it is a standard result (see Arnol’d (1978))
that in this case the corresponding Hamiltonian flows commute. The flow that corresponds
with the vector field XI.u/ D 0.u/I .u/ is denoted by 8It : the solution of
@tu D 0.u/I .u/
with initial condition u0 is given by 8It .u0/.
Special attention should be paid to the case where 0.u/ is not invertible. Then the
kernel of 0.u/ is non-trivial and contains the variational derivative of so-called Casimir
functionals C.u/:
0C.u/  0:
Clearly, Casimir functionals are special first integrals: fH; Cg D 0, in fact for any
Hamiltonian H . Although these functionals are non-trivial elements of ker.0/, their flow is
trivial: 8Ct D Id. Systems with a non-invertible structure map are called Poisson systems.
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3.2. Extremal characterisations for relative equilibria
We now consider the unperturbed problems. The simplest solutions of a Poisson system are
equilibria: stationary solutions NU that satisfy
0 D XH. NU/: (3.2)
Note that equilibria correspond one to one with critical points of the Hamiltonian if 0 is
invertible: H. NU/ D 0. When 0 is not invertible the set of critical points can be unfolded
using the equation H. NU/ D C. NU/ that should be satisfied for some arbitrary multiplier
. Note that for  D 0 the stationary solutions of this multiplier equation coincide with the
critical points of H . We will pay some more attention to the phenomenon of unfolding in
section 3.3.
A generalisation of equilibria are relative equilibria. For the equilibria, the value of
the first integral I is ‘slaved’ in (3.2); that is, we cannot exert any influence on I .u/, its
value being given by I . NU/, which can be calculated once the equilibrium is found. We can
change this situation since I is a first integral. So instead of looking for extrema of the
Hamiltonian in U , we restrict the extremisation problem to a subset of U , namely a level
set of I :
Extr f H.u/ j I .u/ D γ g: (3.3)
Let us denote a typical solution of (3.3) by QU.γ /. The Lagrange multiplier rule implies that
QU.γ / satisfies for some multiplier  the equation
H.U/ D I .U/: (3.4)
Since both H and I are invariant for the I -flow, the whole trajectory obtained by applying
the I -flow consists of critical points:
U.γ; ’0/  8I’0 QU.γ / 2 arg Extr f H.u/ j I .u/ D γ g: (3.5)
All these elements satisfy the same multiplier equation. The value function h.γ / is defined
as the Hamiltonian evaluated at a critical point U.γ; ’0/:
h.γ / D H.U.γ; ’0// D H. QU.γ //:
By varying ’0 and γ the functions U.γ; ’0/ form the so-called MRE M, the manifold of
relative equilibria (see also figure 8). So far the relative equilibria are constructed from
a variational problem, without direct reference to the dynamic equation. The reason for
the MREs being important for the dynamical problem @tu − XH.u/ D 0 lies in the fact
that when a trajectory in M is transversed with a certain speed , which depends on γ ,
the evolution 8ItU.γ; ’0/  U.γ; ’0 C t/ is a solution, a so-called relative equilibrium
solution†. These relative equilibrium solutions will be denoted by
V .γ; ’0/.t/ D 8I.γ /tU.γ; ’0/ D U.γ; ’0 C .γ /t/: (3.6)
The speed  is in fact precisely the Lagrange multiplier that appears in the equation satisfied
by the constrained extremisers U.γ; ’0/. Moreover, it is related to the value function by
 D dh=dγ .
† To prove that u.t/ D U.γ; ’0 C t/ is a solution of (3.1) we differentiate this expression with respect to t :
@tu D ddt 8
I
tU.γ; ’0/ D XI .u.t//
D 0.u.t//I .u.t// .3:4/D 0.u.t//H.u.t//:
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Figure 8. The manifold of relative equilibria (MRE) M. ’ and γ act as local coordinates and
U.γ; ’/ plays the role of mapping.
As already mentioned in the previous section, special attention should be paid to genuine
Poisson systems, i.e. when O0.u/ is not invertible. Due to the fact that the flow corresponding
to a Casimir is trivial, relative equilibria solutions constructed from
Extr f H.u/ j C.u/ D c g (3.7)
are stationary solutions although true generalisations of equilibria: see, e.g., the swirling
flows in section 3.5.4. The MREs M0 are in this case one-dimensional,
M0 D fU.c/jcg: (3.8)
3.3. Unfolding
In this section we will explain in some detail the process of unfolding of relative equilibria.
For a Poisson system with Hamiltonian H and one additional integral I , the simplest
example is the unfolding of the equilibria. The equilibria U are the solutions of
Extr
u
fH.u/ j u 2 Ug (3.9)
and satisfy H.U/ D 0. Let us denote this set of equilibria E(H ). From the observation
that the whole state space is foliated by level sets of I ,
U D [
γ2R
fu j I .u/ D γ g
it follows that the unconstrained critical point problem (3.9) can equally well be described
as
Extr
u
fH.u/ j u 2 Ug D Extr
γ
Extr
u
fH.u/ j I .u/ D γ g: (3.10)
For those values of γ for which there exist solutions, the constrained problems
Extr
u
fH.u/ j I .u/ D γ g
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define the manifold of relative equilibria MRE(H ,I ). This set includes the equilibria, which
are obtained for special, ‘optimal’, values of γ , namely Oγ D I .U/, where U 2 E(H ). Hence
E(H )  MRE(H ,I ):
This expresses the unfolding from the set of equilibria to the set of relative equilibria
obtained with the additional integral I . This can also be seen from the multiplier equation:
for a constrained critical point the Lagrange multiplier equation reads
H.u/ D I .u/
for some . The equilibria U satisfy this equation for the special case where  D 0. This
is consistent with the behaviour of the value function h:
h.γ / D Extr
u
fH.u/ j I .u/ D γ g
since, from  D dh=dγ , it follows that  D 0 at the critical values Oγ of h in the formulation
(3.10).
The same idea can be generalised when there are more integrals. For instance, for
two integrals I1, I2, the manifold of relative equilibria MRE(H ,I1,I2) can be seen as an
unfolding of the MRE(H ,I1). Briefly, let U.γ1/ be the solution of
U.γ1/ 2 arg Extr
u
fH.u/ j I1.u/ D γ1g
which satisfies
H.u/ D 1I1.u/
and let V .γ1; γ2/ be the solutions of
V .γ1; γ2/ 2 arg Extr
u
fH.u/ j I1.u/ D γ1; I2.u/ D γ2g
which satisfy
H.u/ D 1I1.u/ C 2I2.u/:
Moreover, let h1.γ1/ and h2.γ1; γ2/ denote the corresponding value functions. Then from
Extr
u
fH.u/ j I1.u/ D γ1g D Extr
γ2
Extr
u
fH.u/ j I1.u/ D γ1; I2.u/ D γ2g
it follows that for the ‘optimal’ choice
Oγ2.γ1/ D I2.U.γ1//
it holds that
U.γ1/ D V .γ1; Oγ2.γ1//:
At those values
2.γ1; Oγ2.γ1// D @h2
@γ2

γ2D Oγ2
D 0
which is consistent with the equations to be satisfied by U and V . Hence the manifold
MRE(H ,I1) is obtained as an ‘optimal’ section of the enlarged manifold MRE(H ,I1,I2):
MRE(H ,I1)  MRE(H ,I1,I2), i.e. MRE(H ,I1,I2) is an unfolding of MRE(H ,I1). In this
section we will see several examples of this process of unfolding.
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3.4. Geometry of the MRE
We will specify the geometry of M by describing its tangent and cotangent space at a
certain point U.γ; ’/. This defines two projection operators, P1 and P2, which will be used
to split any perturbation on the MRE M into a part tangential to M and a remaining part
transversal to it. The projection depends on the choice of the cotangent space; when chosen
as below, it will be called the ‘natural’ projection (splitting); this will be motivated by the
argument from the Fredholm alternative.
The tangent space TUM is spanned by two vectors that are found by differentiating
U.γ; ’0/ with respect to the two coordinates γ and ’0:
TUM D span

XI.U/; Uγ
}
with
XI.U/  0.U/I .U/ D @U=@’0 Uγ D @U=@γ: (3.11)
Since 0.U/ is assumed to be invertible, the ‘natural’ choice for a dual basis of T UM is
T UM D 0−1.U/TUM D span

I .U/; 0−1.U/Uγ
}
:
This set is dual since
hI .U/; XI .U/i D 0 h0−1.U/Uγ ; XI .U/i D −1
hI .U/; Uγ i D 1 h0−1.U/Uγ ; Uγ i D 0:
(3.12)
The extension to the case when more integrals are present (whether or not in involution)
is immediate (see van Groesen and de Jager (1994)). However, when the system admits
Casimir functionals, i.e. 0.U/ is not invertible, we need some conditions on Uγ . If the
kernel of 0.U/ is finite dimensional and if we can choose a basis of ker0.U/ consisting of
elements originating from Casimirs Ci , then necessary and sufficient conditions for solving
0.U/ D Uγ (3.13)
are the conditions
hCi.U/; Uγ i D @Ci.U/=@γ D 0 8i: (3.14)
In general we cannot expect (3.14) to be true unless the Casimirs Ci are taken into account
in the extremalisation problem. This observation serves as a motivation to look at
U.γ; c/ 2 Extr f H.u/ j I .u/ D γ; C.u/ D c g: (3.15)
In that case the tangent space is found to be
TUM D span fXI.U/; Uγ ; Ucg (3.16)
and the cotangent space
T UM D span fI .U/; 0−1.U/Uγ ; C.U/g: (3.17)
Connected with the orthogonality relations in (3.12) we can define projection operators P1
and P2. They act on vector fields  defined on a subset M (the MRE) of U :
 : M  U ! T U U  M 3 U.γ; ’0/ 7! .U/ 2 TUU :
These projection operators split the vector field in a part tangent to M  U and a part in
the orthogonal complement:
TUU D TUM  TUM?:
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P1 and P2 are given by (see figure 9)
P1 D hI .U/; iUγ P2 D h−0−1.U/Uγ ; iXI.U/:
Hence,
TUM? :D f u 2 TUU j P1u D P2u D 0 g:
Figure 9. Projection operators P1 and P2 acting on a vector field  with foot in M.
3.5. Applications
Since all the applications were introduced in the first section, we refer to this introduction
quite often. In this section we start immediately with the Hamiltonian or Poisson description
of the different problems.
3.5.1. Solitary waves over an even bottom. Both (1.4) and (1.1) can be written as a
Hamiltonian system, like
@t D − O0./ OH.I / @tu D −@xH.u/ (3.18)
where O0./ D pg@x and @x are the structure maps and the Hamiltonians OH and H are the
approximation for the total energy, explicitly given by
OH.I / D
Z 
1
2
2 C "

− 1
12
22x C
1
4
1

3

dx
H.u/ D
Z  1
2u
2
x − u3

dx:
The equations are in fact completely integrable, with an infinity of integrals. We will use
only the two simplest integrals: the mass functionals,
OM.I / D
Z
p
c
dx M.u/ D
Z
u dx
and the momentum functionals,
OI .I / D 12
Z
2
c
dx I .u/ D 12
Z
u2 dx
for which the flows are trivial and translation, respectively.
When looking for wave profiles on the whole real line that vanish sufficiently fast at
infinity, the minimisation problem
U.γ; ’/ 2 MinfH.u/ j I .u/ D γ g (3.19)
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leads to the solitary wave profiles, explicitly given by†
U.γ; ’/ D 12sech2[ 12
p
.x − ’/]
with  (the Lagrange multiplier) related to γ according to  D .3γ /2=3. The corresponding
equilibrium solution is the translation of this profile with velocity . For the corresponding
problem with OH , OI and OC, the profiles read
S.γ; ’I / D asech2b.x − ’/
with
a.γ; / D 3g.γ =4/2=3c−4=3
b.γ; / D 32g2.γ =4/1=3c−11=3:
The MRE is accordingly given by
M D fS.γ; ’I / j γ; ’g:
The velocity of the solitary wave, .γ; /, is
.γ; / D c C 32"g2.γ =4/2=3c−7=3:
When looking for periodic solutions, restricting to waves with vanishing mass, C.u/ D 0,
the minimisation problem has the familiar cnoidal wave profiles as solutions; these profiles
can be expressed using elliptic functions, see e.g. Drazin and Johnson (1989).
3.5.2. Motion of Bloch walls. With @t D p, the sine-Gordon equation (1.5) can be written
as a Hamiltonian system with  and p as a pair of canonically conjugate variables:
@t
0@ 
p
1A D
0@ 0 1
−1 0
1A 0@ H
pH
1A (3.20)
and with H the total energy,
H.; p/ D
Z ( 1
2p
2 C 122x C K.x/ sin2 

dx:
Using the notation J2 for the standard symplectic matrix in two dimensions, we rewrite
(3.20) as
@t
0@ 
p
1A D J2;pH:
When K D  does not depend on x we are dealing with the homogeneous version of
(3.20). The Hamiltonian for this case is denoted by
OH.; pI / D
Z ( 1
2p
2 C 122x C  sin2 

dx:
We restrict ourselves to the homogeneous system in this paragraph. The translation
symmetry that is then present is connected to the conserved momentum,
OI .; p/ D I .; p/ D −
Z
xp dx (3.21)
† Observe that, in contrast to the description in the introduction, the parameter γ is used instead of the amplitude.
Although γ and the amplitude are monotonically related, γ is a better variable to use in the development of the
theory: it is a quantity that is defined globally, i.e. different from an ‘amplitude’, it is uniquely determined for any
wave form.
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since its Hamiltonian flow is translation:
@t
0@ 
p
1A D J2;pI D −@x
0@ 
p
1A ) 8It
0@ 
p
1A .x/ D
0@ 
p
1A .x − t/: (3.22)
The coherent/concentrated structures that are observed in this system are the so-called Bloch
walls, a transition between domains with anti-parallel orientation of the magnetisation. For
the following we use as conditions at infinity (see also figure 2):(
.−1; / D 0 (spin-up)
.C1; / D  (spin-down): (3.23)
These transition profiles, called kinks, are the relative equilibria in this case, i.e. they follow
from the minimisation problem
Min
;p
n
OH.; pI / j I .; p/ D γ
o
: (3.24)
If we denote a solution to (3.24) by .2.γ; ’0I /; P .γ; ’0I //, then 2 satisfies the Lagrange
multiplier equation:
.2 − 1/2xx C  sin 22 D 0 (3.25)
and P D −2x . Note that this equation is also found when looking for a travelling-wave
solution with speed .
The solution 2 of (3.25) can be written down explicitly when noting that, besides (3.25),
the equation
1
2 .
2 − 1/22x C  sin2 2 D 0 (3.26)
holds. This yields
2.γ; ’0I / D 2 arctan.exp.B.x − ’0/// (3.27)
P.γ; ’0I / D − B cosh−1 B.x − ’0/: (3.28)
Re-expressing all quantities in γ and  we find
.γ; / D γp
8 C γ 2
B D 12
p
8 C γ 2: (3.29)
The solutions .2.γ; ’0I /; P .γ; ’0I // together form the family of MREs,
M D f.2.γ; ’0I /; P .γ; ’0I //jγ; ’0g:
If we let the I -flow act on an arbitrary element of the MRE with an amount .γ; /t we
have a solution to the dynamic problem, equation (1.5). These are the relative equilibrium
solutions: kinks translated undeformed in shape at constant speed †.
† Although the existence of a travelling-wave solution seems a trivial observation, it is hard to obtain these in
a numerical experiment. Even the conservative scheme by Strauss and Va´zquez (1978) could not reproduce an
exact travelling solution. First of all the scheme posed on a finite interval will cause boundary reflections: this
causes the jump in the energy in figure 3 in the paper by Guo et al (1986) but they do not make a remark about
this. Secondly, the scheme does not admit, for given values of the spatial grid size, h, and the time step,  ,
a travelling-wave solution. See in this context the paper by van Groesen et al (1990) who struggled with (and
solved) this problem for the KdV equation. We will consider this problem for sine-Gordon in a subsequent paper.
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3.5.3. Confined vortices in the plane. In this subsection we consider relative equilibria for
the 2D Euler equations. It is based on van de Fliert and van Groesen (1992) and closely
follows the presentation in van Groesen and de Jager (1994).
To be more precise, we will investigate vortical fluid motion in the plane and will be
interested in confined vorticity distributions: the vorticity vanishing identically far away.
For ease of presentation we will mainly restrict ourselves to vortices of one sign (positive
say), so-called mono-poles, or mono-polar vortices. For vortices of different sign, with
various disconnected components, like bi-polar vortices and tri-polar vortices, we refer to
the literature.
For plane incompressible flows, the fluid velocity v can be described with Stokes stream
function ψ as v D Jrψ; the vorticity component perpendicular to the plane is denoted by
! and related to ψ as ! D −1ψ. The velocity field should satisfy the 2D Euler equations,
together with the following behaviour at infinity:
jvj D jrψj ! 0 for jxj ! 1:
Taking the curl of the Euler equations we are left with a scalar equation, (1.7), for the
vorticity ! with a clear Poisson structure
@t! D 0.!/H.!/
with
0.!/ D −r!  J2r H.!/ D 12
Z
!ψ dxdy:
H is called the excess energy (Batchelor 1967). First we will consider integrals of the
motion, together with their flows. The 2D Euler equations have an infinity of Casimir
functionals due to the special structure of 0.!/. Since on the whole plane translations and
rotations are symmetries, there are also linear and angular momentum integrals.
Planar Taylor vortices, as can be found for bounded domains by restricting the
Hamiltonian to level sets of the quadratic enstrophy, do not exist on the plane. However, the
unfolding of these vortices, by using the circulation as additional constraint, is a well-posed
problem and produces the well-known Leith vortices, maximising the constrained energy.
These vortices are equilibrium solutions of the Euler equations. An unfolding of these
vortices will be presented: using angular momentum as additional constraint, a family of
clockwise rotating vortices is obtained (rotating, although circular). All of these are energy
maximising states.
Minimising the energy on the same constraint set will produce a family of anti-clockwise
rotating vortices. This family connects in a singular way to the clockwise rotating maximum
energy vortices at one limiting value of the angular momentum, and to the anti-clockwise
Kirchhoff patches at another limiting value of the angular momentum.
Integrals and their flows. For an arbitrary function f , the functional:
F.!/ D
Z
f .!/ (3.30)
is a Casimir integral, the generalised enstrophy. All Casimirs have trivial flow. Two special
cases are the circulation or total vorticity:
C.!/ D
Z
!
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and the (quadratic) enstrophy:
W.!/ D 12
Z
!2:
The Euler equations on the whole plane have translation and rotation symmetry.
Consequently there are linear and angular momenta integrals. The linear momenta integrals
in two directions
L1.!/ D
Z
x! L2.!/ D
Z
y!
and the angular momentum integral
P.!/ D 12
Z
r2! with r2 D jxj2 D x2 C y2.
These integrals are well-defined for confined vorticity functions ! and resemble the
corresponding integrals for vortex points, i.e. for vorticity distributions that are a linear
superposition of delta functions at the position of a ‘vortex point’.
For the Casimir integrals the flows are trivial. For the linear momenta the flows are
translation, and for the angular momentum the flow is rotation; see figure 10.
Figure 10. Steady vorticity solutions. Application of 8Pt leads to a rotation that is anti-
clockwise if  < 0 and clockwise if  > 0. If  D 0 the solution is steadily translating or
stationary.
The integrals L1; L2; P do not Poisson-commute; it is easy to show that
fL1; P g D L2 fL2; P g D −L1 fL1; L2g D C
Since fL1; L2g D C, and since C is a Casimir, it follows that the flows 8L11t and 8L22t
commute (proposition 5.27 in van Groesen and de Jager (1994)). However, translation and
rotation do not commute in general.
Circular patches. Vortices with constant (uniform) vorticity, called patches or Rankine
vortices, are found to be steady solutions of the Euler equations. This was first stated by
Kirchhoff (see Lamb (1945)) who studied circular patches and elliptical patches.
We will use the notation I.R/ for the characteristic function of the circle with radius R
and centre in the origin:
I.R/.x/ D

1 if jxj < R
0 if jxj > R.
In the following we will present a variational characterisation for circular patches as relative
equilibria with constrained angular momentum. Using the value p of the momentum integral
as constraint, we will denote the circular patch by patch.p/. The circular patches are found
as minimising solutions of the following problem.
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Proposition 3.1. For every p 2 RC a (local) minimising solution of:
Min
!
fH.!/ j P.!/ D p; C.!/ D cg
is found by the circular patch patch.p/ given by
patch.p/ D c
2
4p
 I.R/ with R D
p
4p=c.
The value function in terms of the parameter p is
h.p/ D c
2
16
− c
2
8
log
4p
c
: (3.31)
The solution rotates with angular velocity
 D − 12 D −
c2
8p
:
For later reference we calculate the value of the enstrophy of a patch. Since W.patch.p// D
1
2
2R2, it is found that
wpatch.p/  W.patch.p// D c3=.8p/: (3.32)
Remark (Elliptical patches). It was first noticed by Kirchhoff that a patch of uniform vorticity
bounded by an ellipse E.a; b/ D fx2=a2 C y2=b2 D 1g is an exact solution of the Euler
equations when rotating without change of shape and with angular velocity ab=.a C b/2,
where  is the height of the vortex. These Kirchhoff ellipses can be found as a unfolding
from the circular patches, by considering in the variational problem with constraint P D p
the height  as additional constraint: 0 6 ! 6  . It can be shown that the elliptical patches
are saddle points for the problem with this additional constraint, the values of a and b being
related to the values of p and  . They can also be found as maxima when restricted to the
set of vortices with uniform vorticity  . This means that the elliptical patch is a solution of
Max
!
fH.!/ j P.!/ D p; ! D   IAg
where IA is the characteristic function of some set A  R2; see Tang (1987) and Wan
(1986). Analogous to elliptical patches, m-fold symmetric patches are described by Deem
and Zabusky (1978).
Leith vortices. Consider on the whole plane the constrained variational problem
Max
!
fH.!/ j W.!/ D w; C.!/ D c; ! > 0g (3.33)
now without any restriction on the constraint values. A solution of this problem satisfies,
for some multipliers  D 1= and  (depending on c and w), the free boundary problem,8<: −1ψ D .ψ − / if ψ > −1ψ D 0 if ψ < 
@ψ=@n continuous on fx j ψ.x/ D g.
Shortly, the vorticity satisfies
! D [ψ − ]C:
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Using symmetrisation arguments, it can be proved a priori that a solution of this
maximisation problem must be rotationally symmetric. Invoking this property one can
look for solutions depending only on the radial distance r D
p
x2 C y2. Then the set
6C D fx j !.x/ > 0g D fx j ψ.x/ > g is a disk with radius R (to be determined).
On this disk, the solution .w; c/ is the fundamental eigenfunction, which can be obtained
explicitly. Extending this solution smoothly for r > R by a radial harmonic function
provides solutions of the free boundary problem. Parameters can then be adjusted to satisfy
the required constraints. Solutions of this kind have been obtained by Leith (1984). We
present the explicit solution, using the notation J0 for the Bessel function of the first kind
and of order zero, with 0;1 its first zero.
Proposition 3.2 (Leith vortices). Leith vortices characterised by (3.33) satisfy
ψ D ! C  where ! > 0
and are circular symmetric. With  D 1=‘2L, they are explicitly given by
L.w; c/ D c2R2
0;1
J0.0;1/
J0.‘Lr/  I.R/
with
R2L D 20;1
c2
8w
‘L D 0;1
R
:
The value function for the maximisation problem can be calculated to be
h.w; c/ D c
2
8
− c
2
8
log

20;1
c2
8w

from which the Lagrange multipliers can be found from  D @wh and  D @ch.
For later reference, we calculate the angular momentum of this solution:
pL.w/  P.L.w; c// D c
3
8w

20;1
2
− 2

:
Remark (Minimum enstrophy vortex). The solution obtained above is usually referred to as
the Leith minimum enstrophy vortex, in accordance with Leith’s formulation who finds them
as the solutions of
Min
!
fW.!/ j H.!/ D E; C.!/ D c; ! > 0g
for prescribed values of the energy E. It is not difficult to see that minimisers of this
problem are in a one to one correspondence with the maximisers of (3.33). The formulation
used here is preferred for its immediate connection with the dynamic theory for relative
equilibria as critical points of the energy (Hamiltonian). Moreover, the unfolding to be
described below is more naturally obtained in this formulation.
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Clockwise rotating, maximum energy mono-poles. Now we study the unfolding of Leith
vortices by adding angular momentum as constraint. That is, we consider the maximisation
problem
Max
!
fH.!/ j W.!/ D w; P .!/ D p; C.!/ D c; ! > 0g: (3.34)
A first question of interest is which values of p can be taken, for given values of w and c,
in order to ensure that there are functions that satisfy all the constraints. This turns out to
be the case provided that p is sufficiently large, say p > p0. This value, and the limiting
vorticity distribution for which this value is obtained, can be found from a minimisation
problem (van de Fliert and van Groesen (1992)): it is characterised by a circular symmetric
vorticity distribution 0 with R0 being the radius of the support.
For parameter values p larger than this value p0 but smaller than the value at the Leith
vortex pL, we obtain the unfolding of the Leith vortex as a branch of rotating, circular
symmetric, mono-poles. This is formulated in the next proposition, in which we use the
notation Jn to denote the Bessel function of the first kind of order n. Furthermore, for
ease of notation, since the values of w and c are fixed, we omit the dependence on these
parameters in the following, but emphasise the dependence on p.
Proposition 3.3 (Maximum energy mono-poles). For parameter values p satisfying p0 6
p 6 pL a solution of the constrained maximisation problem
Max
!
fH.!/ j W.!/ D w; P .!/ D p; C.!/ D c; ! > 0g
satisfies
ψ D ! C  C 12r2 where ! > 0.
Writing  D 1=‘2, the solution is given by
.p/ D c
2R2
J0.‘r/ − J0.‘R/
J2.‘R/
 I.R/:
The values of the radius R of the circular support and of ‘ are determined by the values of
the parameters w, c and p. The angular velocity  is given by
 D c
2R2
J0.‘R/
J2.‘R/
and is positive, so the rotation of these vortices is clockwise.
Compared to the Leith vortex with the same w and c, it holds that ‘ and R satisfy
0 < ‘ < ‘L and R0 < R < RL and that both are monotonically increasing in p. One
limiting case:
for p ! pL: R ! RL, ‘ ! ‘L,  ! 0
leads to the Leith vortex L that is obtained as
Max
p
Max
!
fH.!/ j W.!/ D w; P .!/ D p; C.!/ D c; ! > 0g:
The other limiting case:
for p ! p0: R ! R0, ‘ ! 0,  ! C1
leads to the distribution 0 that is found as the solution of
Min
p
Max
!
fH.!/ j W.!/ 6 w; P .!/ D p; C.!/ D c; ! > 0g:
From this result we conclude that the Leith vortex has the largest support (largest R) and
largest angular momentum on the energy maximising vortices, all of which rotate clockwise
with vanishing angular velocity when the Leith vortex is approached.
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Anti-clockwise rotating, minimum energy mono-poles. We now look for another branch of
vortices, characterised as minimum energy vortices:
Min
!
fH.!/ j W.!/ D w; P .!/ D p; C.!/ D c; ! > 0g: (3.35)
If a solution exists, it has to satisfy
ψ D ! C  C 12r2 where ! > 0
and, from the minimisation property (variational inequality), now
ψ >  C 12r2 where ! D 0:
From the asymptotic behaviour of ψ it follows already from this that  has to be negative,
which will be found below.
For this minimisation problem it cannot be proved that solutions must be rotationally
symmetric (symmetrisation arguments do not work). Nevertheless we will find explicit
solutions, rotationally symmetric, for an interval of p-values: p0 < p < ppatch. Here ppatch
is the angular momentum for the circular patch. Expressed as a function of w it follows
from (3.32) that this angular velocity is
ppatch D c3=.8w/:
In the formulation of the next result we use the function In, the modified Bessel function
of the first kind, of order n.
Proposition 3.4 (Minimum energy mono-poles). For p satisfying p0.w/ 6 p 6 ppatch a
circular symmetric solution of (3.35) is given by
.p/ D − c
2R2
I0.‘r/ − I0.‘R/
I2.‘R/
 I.R/:
The radius R and  D −1=‘2 are uniquely determined by the values w, c and p. The
angular velocity  is given by
 D − c
2R2
I0.‘R/
I2.‘R/
:
Since  < 0 the vortices rotate anti-clockwise.
For increasing p the radius decreases monotonically from R0 to Rpatch. The patch and
the singular vortex are found as limiting cases: for the patch
for p ! ppatch: R ! Rpatch, ‘ ! 1,  ! −w=c
while for the singular distribution
for p ! p0: R ! R0, ‘ ! 0,  ! −1:
Remark (Kirchhoff’s elliptical patches). For values of p > ppatch no circular symmetric
confined vortices exist anymore. It can be shown that for those values of the angular
momentum there still are distributions as patches, no longer circular but elliptic, the
Kirchhoff patches, rotating anti-clockwise, mentioned in the remark on page 544. Stated
differently, at ppatch symmetry breaking occurs. We will not go into any more details; see
van de Fliert and van Groesen (1992) for an extensive account.
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3.5.4. Swirling flows in pipes. Arnol’d (1965) showed that stationary solutions of (1.8)
are in fact extremal points of the energy functional, E.u/ D R 12 juj2 dV . This energy E
serves as the Hamiltonian in the equivalent Poisson formulation of (1.8) (van Groesen and
de Jager 1994),
@tu D −ω  uE.u/ − rh divu D 0 (3.36)
where u denotes the velocity and ω D curlu the vorticity. The structure map 0 depends
in this case explicitly on the state variable ω:
0.ω/ D −ω  : (3.37)
The geometry  that we want to examine in this review is a rotationally symmetric pipe
(see figure 11) with (i) constant radius (homogeneous system) and with (ii) a varying radius,
R D R.z/ (inhomogeneous system):
(i)  D f.r; ’; z/ 2 R S1  R j 0 6 r 6 Rg;
(ii)  D f.r; ’; z/ 2 R S1  R j 0 6 r 6 R.z/g.
With .r; ’; z/ we denote cylindrical coordinates; the corresponding components of the
velocity field are denoted by ur , u’ and uz, respectively. Let us work out the homogeneous
case in this paragraph.
Figure 11. Rotationally symmetric pipe with radius R D R.z/ depending on the axial coordinate
z.
We will look for special solutions of (3.36), namely stationary, and z-independent flows;
this reduction is in view of the axial symmetry. However, since there is angular symmetry
as well, we look in two specific cases also at ’-independent solutions. The speciality of the
solutions stems from the fact that they are extrema of the energy functional on level sets
of conserved quantities. An obvious quantity that is conserved due to the fact that the pipe
wall is impermeable is the axial flux:
OF.uI R/ D
Z R
0
Z 2
0
uzr drd’:
Another quantity that is conserved is the angular momentum,
A.u/ D
Z
ru’ dV:
A less known object is the helicity which reads for general velocity fields u
B.u/ D 12
Z
u  ω dV:
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This functional is a Casimir functional. The quantity is a measure for the ‘knottedness’
of the flow (Moffatt 1969) and gives a coupling between axial and angular velocity. This
coupling generates a deviation from a uniform axial flow and introduces rotation.
The cross-sectional reduction of the helicity functional (strictly speaking, the cross-
sectional helicity per unit area) is denoted by
OB.uI R/ D 1
2R2
Z R
0
Z 2
0
u  ωr drd’:
Similarly we have the cross-sectional energy and angular momentum per unit area,
OE.uI R/ D 1
2R2
Z R
0
Z 2
0
juj2r drd’ OA.uI R/ D 1
R2
Z R
0
Z 2
0
ru’r drd’:
In this review we will study two extremal formulations, one being an unfolding of the other
(cf section 3.3). They are given by
Extr
u
n
OE.uI R/
 OB.uI R/ D b; OF.uI R/ D f o (3.38)
and its unfolding
Extr
u
n
OE.uI R/
 OB.uI R/ D b; OA.uI R/ D a; OF.uI R/ D f o : (3.39)
We first treat (3.38), and more specifically its restriction to axisymmetric solutions. These
solutions will be used in section 5 for the modelling in the case of a pipe with varying
diameter. When rewriting the velocity field in terms of a Stokes stream function ψ.r; z/,
u D

−1
r
@ψ
@z
; u’ ;
1
r
@ψ
@r

ω D

−@u
’
@z
; − @
@r

1
r
@ψ
@r

− 1
r
@2ψ
@z2
;
1
r
@ru’
@r

one finds that due to the reduction, the radial component of u, ur , vanishes and hence that
the variational problem (3.38) simplifies to (we omit the 2r dr)
Extr
uz;u’

1
2R2
Z R
0
(
.u’/2 C .uz/2 12R2
Z R
0
(
u’!’ C uz!z D b; Z R
0
uz D f

: (3.40)
The solutions have been found in van Groesen et al (1995).
Proposition 3.5 (Stationary, axisymmetric flows). The solution of the extremal problem
(3.40) satisfies, for some Lagrange multipliers  and O,
ER D BR C OF i.e. u D ω C
0@00

1A (3.41)
with  D OR2, and the natural boundary condition u’.R/ D 0. The solution is a stationary
solution of the Euler equations, and the head is up to an inessential constant, given by
h D uz: (3.42)
For the solution the following relation between energy, helicity and flow rate holds:
2ER D 2BR C OF: (3.43)
Introducing 1 D R=, the stream function is explicitly given by
91.r/ D krJ1
 r
R
1

C 12r2 (3.44)
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and the axial and tangential velocities by
V r1 .r/  0
V
’
1 .r/
.3:41/D !’  − d
dr

1
r
d91
dr

D kJ1
 r
R
1

: (3.45)
V z1 .r/ 
1
r
d91
dr
D kJ0
 r
R
1

C : (3.46)
The values of the parameters k, 1 and  are determined by the boundary conditions and
the constraints, with the following results.
For b D 0, the solution is just a uniform flow in axial direction:
V z1 .r/ D
f
R2
V ’.r/ D 0:
For every b 6D 0 and b1 > 0, a discrete, infinite set of solutions is found:
 D f
R2
J1.1/ D 0 k D  1
J2.1/
s
bR
1
: (3.47)
The velocity profiles of several solutions are shown in figure 12. If we denote the velocity
field in (3.45) and (3.46) by V1.b; f I R; 1;i / we can form a discrete, infinite set of families
of MREs M1;i IR:
M1;i IR D fV1.b; f I R; 1;i /jb; f g:
Here 1;i denotes the ith zero of J1, i 2 Z n f0g, 1;−i D −1;i . Note that the B-flow is
trivial: 8B D Id. The F -flow is translation in the z-direction but since our solutions V1 do
not contain this variable it follows that they are in the fixed point space of 8F .
Figure 12. Axial and corresponding tangential velocity profiles at the left and right respectively
for three different solutions of (3.40), Extr f OEj OB D b; OF D f g, in an uniform pipe with f D 1,
b D 1 and R D 1 (so 1 is the only parameter varying in the three pictures). Note that 1 is
some kind of complexity parameter (the ith zero of J1, 1;i , corresponds to an angular velocity
profile which has i extrema on [0; R]).
Another way of obtaining the previous class of solutions is as a special case of non-
axisymmetric flows. In that case we introduce the Lagrange stream function .r; ’/ (cf
Batchelor (1967), chapter 2) with a corresponding velocity field
u D

−1
r
@
@’
;
@
@r
; uz

ω D

1
r
@uz
@’
; −@u
z
@r
;
1
r
@
@r

r
@
@r

C 1
r2
@2
@’2

:
In this case we have the following result.
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Proposition 3.6 (Stationary, non-axisymmetric flows). The (z-independent) solution of (3.38)
satisfies (3.41) with ur.R; ’/  0. In the axisymmetric case we can impose another
(natural-) boundary condition, u’.R/ D 0. Denoting this solution by V2.r; ’/, it holds
that it is an exact time-independent solution of the Euler equations, with total head
h D uz:
Introducing ‘ D R=, the stream function is explicitly given by
2.r; ’/ D −kJ‘
 r
R
‘

cos.‘.’ C ’0//
and the radial, angular and axial velocities by
V r2 .r; ’/ D −
‘k
r
J‘
 r
R
‘

sin.‘.’ C ’0//
V
’
2 .r; ’/ D k

J‘C1
 r
R
‘

− ‘
r
J‘
 r
R
‘

cos.‘.’ C ’0//
V z2 .r; ’/ D kJ‘
 r
R
‘

cos.‘.’ C ’0// C 
for ‘ 2 Z n f0g (for ‘ D 0 we obtain the family V1.b; f I R; 1;i / as a special case). The
values of the parameters k,  and  are determined by the boundary conditions and the
constraints, with the following results (we restrict to the case ‘ 6D 0):
 D f
R2
J‘.‘/ D 0 k2 D 2Rb
‘J‘C1.‘/2
for b‘ > 0, ‘ 6D 0.
Note the additional factor of
p
2 in k for the case ‘ 6D 0 compared with the value of k in
(3.47). This proposition is new but the proof is similar to the one of proposition 3.5: the
resulting differential equation for uz is solved by separation of variables.
A continuous unfolding. An unfolding of the flows from proposition 3.5 can be obtained
by including the angular momentum constraint in the energy extremalisation, i.e. solving
(3.39) with u that is z-independent.
Proposition 3.7 (Stationary, axisymmetric unfolded flows). The solution of the extremal
problem (3.39) with the velocity field z-independent satisfies, for some Lagrangian
multipliers ,  and O,
ER D BR C AR C OF i.e. u D ω C 
0@ 0r
0
1A C
0@ 00

1A(3.48)
with  D OR2, and the natural boundary condition
u’.R/ D 0: (3.49)
This is a time-independent solution of the Euler equations, and the head is given by
h D uz C ru’: (3.50)
For this solution the following relation holds between energy, helicity and flow rate:
2ER D 2BR C AR C OF: (3.51)
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Introducing a ‘complexity parameter’ q according to q D R=, the stream function is given
by
93.r/ D krJ1
 r
R
q

C . 12 C /r2 (3.52)
and the axial and tangential velocities by
V r3 .r/  0
V
’
3 .r/ D kJ1
 r
R
q

C r (3.53)
V z3 .r/ D kJ0
 r
R
q

C  C 2: (3.54)
The values of the constants k,  and  are determined by the boundary conditions and the
constraints, with the following results:
 D f
R2
k D 2a
J3.q/R
 D − 2aJ1.q/
J3.q/R2
(3.55)
and q, a and b are related by
S.q/ :D 2qJ3.q/
2
q2.J0.q/2 C J1.q/2/ − 4J1.q/2 D
8a2
R3b
: (3.56)
Remark. The right-hand side of (3.56), 8a2=R3b, can be interpreted as the swirl number.
This number is defined for rigidly rotating fluids, u’.r/ D r , with a uniform axial velocity,
uz.r/ D U . Indeed, for this profile it is easily shown that the quantity 8a2=R3b equals
8a2
R3b
D 2R
U
D swirl number:
Hence, we call S.q/ the swirl function.
A plot of S.q/ is given in figure 13. It may be noted that the zeros of S.q/ are the
zeros of J3 and that S has no singularities and is bounded.
From (3.53) and (3.54) it may be clear that we called q a complexity parameter. Fixing
it, it determines the number of extrema of for instance V z3 on .0; R] (1;i 6 q < 1;iC1 )
V z3 .r/ has i extrema on [0; R], excluding r D 0). Similarly for V ’3 , see figure 13.
The results are stated in Fledderus and van Groesen (1996a). Restricting ourselves to
positive b, a first glance at figure 13 shows that, in order to have a solution q of (3.56),
0 6 a
2
R3b
6 Kmax  0:57
which shows that these flows only exist for sufficiently small swirl number. By varying the
swirl number K D S.q/, several branches of solutions come to light.
Remember that the problem (3.39) was posed as an unfolding of (3.38). That the
family of flows V1.b; f I R; 1/ is contained in V2.b; a; f I R; q/ for special values of the
parameters conformable to section 3.3 can be seen in various ways. First of all from the
multiplier equation (3.48), since a vanishing  implies q D 1 according (3.55) (or the
irrelevant case a D 0). For this value of q, k will change to the expression in (3.47).
Another way is by considering Oa.b/ :D OA.V1I R/. A little computation shows that
Oa.b/ D 2R
1
s
bR
1
:
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Figure 13. The change in complexity, charted by taking snapshots of the axial velocity (at the
left) and the angular velocity (at the right) at some values of q. The dot-dashed lines at the
zeros of J1 mark the points where V z3 acquires a new extremum, and the dotted lines at the
zeros of J2 mark the points where the number of extrema of V ’3 is increased by one.
In order to find V3.b; Oa.b/; f I R; q/ we have to determine q which is a function of a and
b through (3.56). Substituting a D Oa.b/ in the right-hand side of (3.56) we are left with
S.q/ D 32=31
having the solution q D 1 amongst others. Hence,
V1.b; f I R; 1/ D V3.b; Oa.b/; f I R; q. Oa.b/; b//:
A precessing vortex core. Another family of flows from that obtained in proposition 3.7 is
found by including the angle ’ in the description, i.e. solving (3.39) for non-axisymmetric
flows. We introduce again the Lagrange stream function .r; ’/ and find the following
class of steady rotating velocity fields.
Proposition 3.8 (Rotating, non-axisymmetric flows). The non-axisymmetric solution of (3.39)
satisfies (3.48) with ur.R; ’/  0. The axisymmetric solution coincides with the flows
obtained in the previous proposition. Denoting this non-axisymmetric solution by V4.r; ’/,
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it holds that 8AtV4.r; ’/  V4.r; ’ − t/ is an exact time-dependent axisymmetric solution
of the Euler equations, with total head
h D uz C ru’:
If we introduce ‘ D R=, the stream function is given by
4.r; ’/ D −kJ‘
 r
R
‘

cos.‘’ C ’0/ C 12r2
and the radial, angular and axial velocities by
V r4 .r; ’/ D −
‘k
r
J‘
 r
R
‘

sin.‘.’ C ’0//
V
’
4 .r; ’/ D k

J‘C1
 r
R
‘

− ‘
r
J‘
 r
R
‘

cos.‘.’ C ’0// C r
V z4 .r; ’/ D kJ‘
 r
R
‘

cos.‘.’ C ’0// C 2 C 
for ‘ 2 Znf0g. The values of the parameters k, ‘,  and  are determined by the boundary
conditions and the constraints, with the following results:
 D f
R2
− 4 a
R‘
J‘.‘/ D 0
 D 2 a
R2
k2 D 2Rb
‘J‘C1.‘/2
− 4af
‘R3J‘C1.‘/2
:
Note that we obtain only discrete values of the complexity parameter and that V4 is an
unfolding of V2. Some contour plots of the stream function are drawn in figure 14. Note
the non-concentric paths of the particles.
Figure 14. Contour-plots of 4.r; ’/ for ‘ D 1, R D 1, a D 0:25, b D 1, f D 1 and (a)
1 D 1;1 (first positive zero of J1) and (b) 1 D 1;2 (second positive zero of J1).
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4. External perturbations
In the previous section we saw many examples of manifolds of relative equilibria in various
problems. As described in section 2, we will use these manifolds for an approximative
description of distorting relative equilibrium solutions under the influence of a perturbation.
In this section we focus on a special type of perturbation, namely an external perturbation.
At first sight the distinction between external perturbations and inhomogeneous perturbations
(section 5) seems arbitrary, since we can split any inhomogeneous Poisson system into an
unperturbed part at some level of the inhomogeneity 0 and a remainder. However, by
including the measure of inhomogeneity (see section 5 for a precise definition),  , in the
active parameter set, i.e. the set of parameters that are allowed to vary, a much more precise
approximation can be aimed at.
Given a particular perturbation of the unperturbed Poisson system, described by the
equation
@tu D 0.u/H.u/ C "P .u/ (4.1)
an immediate question is how the coherent structures of the unperturbed model behave
under the given perturbation.
The way we use the MRE M has been already sketched in section 2: we will look
for evolutions on M by means of parameter dynamics. The dynamics will be driven
by the perturbation. We argued there that, by decomposing the perturbation at the MRE
M into a part tangential to M, "Pk, and a transversal part, "P?, we can annihilate in
(4.1) the tangential part of the perturbation by a suitable choice of parameter dynamics
t 7! U.p.t// :D U.γ .t/; ’.t// (we suppose for simplicity that M is constructed with one
conserved quantity I besides the Hamiltonian H ). When P?  0 this U.p.t// is actually
an exact solution: the perturbation Pk leaves the MRE invariant and starting on M implies
staying on M. The parameter dynamics for this case is given in (4.3) below.
In this section we will concentrate first on the splitting of P , second we show that the
dynamics induced by "Pk corresponds to a consistent evolution of I (and H ) and finally
we prove the equivalence with necessary solvability conditions that were described briefly
in section 2. We conclude with two examples: a damped KdV and 2D vorticity patches
under the influence of viscosity, a continuation of the examples treated in sections 3.5.1 and
3.5.3, respectively.
4.1. The perturbed evolution on the MRE
4.1.1. Splitting the perturbation. Using the projection operators that we constructed in
subsection 3.4, we can decompose P in a tangential part, Pk, and a transversal part, P?,
according to
Pk D .P1 C P2/P; P? D .Id − P1 − P2/P : (4.2)
Proposition 4.1. Using the expression for Pk in (4.2), the tangential evolution is given by
t 7! U.γ .t/; ’.t// D: Ou.t/ with .γ .t/; ’.t// a solution of
@tγ D "hP1P. Ou/; I . Ou/i D "hI . Ou/; Pk. Ou/i
@t’ D .γ / − "hP2P. Ou/; 0−1. Ou/ Ouγ i D .γ / − "h0−1. Ou/ Ouγ ; Pk. Ou/i: (4.3)
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Proof. We are looking for an exact solution Ou of @tu − 0.u/H.u/ − "Pk.u/ D 0 in the
manifold of relative equilibria. With Ou.t/ D U.γ .t/; ’.t// we obtain
@t Ou − 0. Ou/H. Ou/ − "Pk. Ou/.3:4/D Pγ Ouγ C P’ Ou’ − .γ /0. Ou/I . Ou/ − "Pk. Ou/
.3:11/D Pγ Ouγ C
( P’ Ou’ − .γ / XI. Ou/ − "Pk. Ou/
.4:2/D ( Pγ − "hI . Ou/; P . Ou/i Ouγ
C ( P’ Ou’ − .γ / C "h0−1. Ou/ Ouγ ; P . Ou/i XI. Ou/
and hence the result. 
Remark. The parameter dynamics is seen to be the projection of the evolution equation
onto the manifold M, i.e. it follows from the two equations
hI . Ou/; E. Ou/i D 0 and h0−1. Ou/ Ouγ ; E. Ou/i D 0: (4.4)
Since E. Ou/ is precisely the residue of the approximation Ou.t/ D U.γ .t/; ’.t//, these
dynamic equations imply that the residue vanishes in the tangential directions to M. Note
again that when P?  0 the approximation corresponding to the parameter dynamics (4.3)
is actually an exact solution of (4.1).
4.1.2. Consistent evolution. Another way to obtain the parameter dynamics that is very
often used is through the notion of consistent evolution. The idea behind it is similar to the
idea of weighted residues: when
h@tu; F .u/i D h0.u/H.u/ C "P .u/; F .u/i (4.5)
for all F .u/ 2 T U , the cotangent space, it is equivalent to stating that u is a solution of
(4.1). When we seek a solution in a finite-dimensional subspace U we can only demand
(4.5) for a finite number of elements of T U . When (4.5) holds for some functional F.u/
we say that F evolves consistently.
Proposition 4.2. The evolution of the parameter γ is determined by proposition 4.1 if
and only if the approximation is I -consistent. Moreover, when it is I -consistent, the
approximation is also H -consistent.
Proof. The first statement follows from the remark above while the statement about H -
consistency involves the Lagrange multiplier equation satisfied by Ou.t/. 
The relevance of this result is that it provides a simple way of finding the dynamics for γ :
Pγ  @t I . Ou/ D 0. Ou/H. Ou/ C "P . Ou/

M :
A functional that measures ’ and produces that same dynamics for ’ as in proposition 4.1
can only be found in very special cases, e.g. Derks (1992).
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4.1.3. Kernel theorem. Recall the notation E0.u/ D 0 for the equation E0.u/  @tu −
XH.u/ D 0 and E.u/ D 0 for the equation E.u/  @tu − XH.u/ − "P .u/ D 0. In section 2
we derived an equation for the error,
E 00. Ou/ D −E. Ou/ (4.6)
and we remarked that the condition E. Ou/ 2 rangeE 00. Ou/ and E 00. Ou/ bounded invertible is
sufficient for  to the order O.E. Ou// D O."/. However, in section 3 a relative equilibrium
solution of E0.u/ D 0 was given as the action of the I -flow on a relative equilibrium U ,
the flow applied with speed scaled by :
V .γ; ’0/.t/ D 8I.γ /tU.γ; ’0/:
The dependence on γ and ’0 implies that there is a continuum of solutions, and hence a
degeneracy of E 00. Ou/. In this section we will investigate this degeneracy of E 00. Ou/ and that
of its adjoint, E 00. Ou/, and thereby we will pose necessary solvability conditions for (4.6).
By differentiating the original state equation E0.V .γ; ’0// D 0 with respect to the
parameters ’0 and γ , respectively, the following result is obtained.
Proposition 4.3. If V is a relative equilibrium solution in M, the kernel of the linearised
operator contains the two elements N1;2
E 00.V / N1;2 D 0
explicitly given by
N1 D XI.V / N2 D t ddγ XI .V / C Vγ with Vγ D
@V
@γ
:
Proof. A direct differentiation leads to
N1 D D8I.γ /t .U/
@U
@’
D D8I.γ /t .U/XI .U/
and
N2 D t ddγ XI .V / C D8
I
.γ /t .U/Uγ with Uγ D
@U
@γ
Using equivariance properties (see the remark on page 558), the result as stated follows. 
The elements N1 and N2 are recognised as the action of the linearised I -flow on the
tangent vector XI.U/ and Uγ , respectively, the last one modified for the non-uniformity in
propagation speed. Note that at each time they span the tangent space TV M (see section 3.4).
In order to find the kernel of the adjoint linearised operator, E 00.u/, we need the
following theorem:
Theorem 4.4 (kernel theorem). The operator E 00.u/0 is symmetric:
E 00.u/0.u/ D [E 00.u/0.u/]  −0.u/E 00.u/
for all solutions u: E0.u/ D 0.
Before proving this result, let us formulate a most important consequence, which connects
the kernel of the linearised operator with the kernel of the adjoint linearised operator.
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Corollary 4.5. For Hamiltonian systems (for which 0 is invertible) the kernels of the
linearised and the adjoint linearised operators are related according to
ker.E 00.u// D 0.u/−1 ker.E 00.u//
and hence, if the dimension of ker E 00.u/ is finite, then E 00.u/ is a Fredholm operator of index
0†.
Hence, the kernel of the adjoint operator‡ can be found from the kernel of the linearised
equation. We defer the case of singular structure maps to section 5.
We will now apply this for linearisation around relative equilibrium solutions. Then the
kernel of the linearised operator is known from the degeneracy from proposition 4.3.
Application of the kernel theorem above immediately leads to a characterisation of the
corresponding elements N1;2 in the kernel of the adjoint linearised equation:
E 00.V / N1;2 D 0 for N1;2 :D 0−1.V / N1;2.
Using equivariance properties under the I -flow, these elements can be rewritten in a more
transparent form.
Proposition 4.6. If 0.V / is invertible, then
E 00.V / N1;2 D 0
where
N1 D I .V / and N2 D t ddγ I .V / C 0
−1.V /Vγ :
The elements N1 and N2 are the action of the (inverse) adjoint linearised I -flow on the
cotangent vectors I .U/ and 0.U/−1Uγ , respectively, the last one modified for the non-
uniformity in propagation speed. At each time they span the cotangent space T V M.
Remark. In interpreting the equivariance properties used above, the following commutative
diagram can be helpful. In this diagram V D 8I’.U/. Remember that 0.u/ maps
H.u/ 2 T u U into 0.u/H.u/ 2 TuU , the space where @tu also lives.
TUM
D8I’.U/−−−! TV M
0.U/" "0.V /
T UM ()−−−
D8I’.U/

T UM
It must be noted that the degeneracy N1 and the corresponding adjoint result N1 can be found
in the fundamental paper of Lax (1968).
† This last result holds true as well for Poisson systems, i.e. when 0 is not invertible. As noted by Berger (1977),
all nonlinear operators which are compact perturbations of a strongly elliptic one are Fredholm operators of index
0; the relation between the two kernels is very often unclear. Note that the evolution equations considered here
are not strongly elliptic, so the kernel theorem above is different in nature from Berger’s result.
‡ Some elements of the adjoint linearised operator have been described by Lax (1968). His result states that, for
any evolution equation @tu D K.u/ with some integral B.u/, it holds that B.u/ is in the kernel of the adjoint
linearised operator for any solution u of the original system.
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Proof of the kernel theorem. Recall the result as it was proved in section 2 in the simple case
where the structure map is constant (independent of u). Then the result is easily obtained
since for each  in the cotangent space
E 00.u/0  @t0 − 0H 0.u/0 D 0[@t − H 0.u/0 ]  −0E 00.u/:
Note that this result is obtained without specifying the actual evolution of the function u.
To present the proof if 0 is not constant, let 00 denote its Frechet derivative. We prove
the result by showing that, for all  , 
1 :D hhE 00.u/0; ii − hh; E 00.u/0ii D 0: (4.7)
As before, we exploit the notation hhf; gii D R hf .t/; g.t/idt . The left-hand side of (4.7)
can be expanded as follows:
1 D hh@t .0 /; ii − hh; @t .0/ii − hh.0H/00; ii C hh; .0H/00ii
D − hh0; @t ii − hh; 0@tii − hh; .00@tu/ii − hh.000/H; ii
C hh; .000/H ii − hh0H 00; ii C hh; 0H 00ii
Using the symmetry of 0H 00, and the equation satisfied by u, we obtain
D −
Z h; .000H/i C h; .000/H i C hH; .000/ i dt
D 0:
The vanishing (in fact of the integrand in square brackets) is a consequence of a basic
identity satisfied by a structure map (directly related to Jacobi’s condition for a Poisson
bracket); see proposition 1.26 in van Groesen and de Jager (1994). 
The importance of the kernel theorem and the subsequent corollary and propositions has
been already mentioned in section 2. When an approximation of the perturbed equation is
sought that is correct up to order O."/ on long temporal scales (at least O."−1/), we should
investigate the equation for the error, the difference between an exact solution u, starting
on M and its quasi-static approximation Ou:  D u − Ou. In section 2 we obtained as a
first-order equation for 
E 00. Ou/ D −E. Ou/: (4.8)
Taking the inner product of (4.8) with an arbitrary element  from T u U and integrating
over an arbitrary time interval [t1; t2] we find (denoting XH. Ou/ C "P . Ou/ by K. Ou/)
−
Z t2
t1
hE. Ou/;  i dt D
Z t2
t1
h@t − K 0. Ou/;  i dt
D
Z t2
t1
h; −@t i C h;  ijt2t1 C
Z t2
t1
h−; K 0. Ou/ i dt
D
Z t2
t1
h; −@t − K 0. Ou/ i dt C h;  ijt2t1 :
Hence, (i) the residue should be perpendicular (in the hh ; ii inner product!) to those  that
are in the kernel of E 00. Ou/ and (ii) the error  is perpendicular to ker E 00. Ou/. In order to
proceed, we need at this point information about the perturbation P.u/.
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Vanishing tangential perturbation. If the tangential perturbation vanishes, Pk D 0, the
tangential flow is nothing but the unperturbed Hamiltonian flow. Hence the solution Ou.t/
is a relative equilibrium solution, say V .γ; ’/.t/ for some .γ; ’/, and the kernel theorem
and proposition 4.6 are directly applicable. Hence the solvability conditions for (4.8) can
be clarified using the elements given in proposition 4.6 as
hhI .V /; P?.V /ii D 0

t
d
dγ
I .V / C 0−1.V /Vγ ; P?.V /

D 0: (4.9)
From the fact that the transversal component satisfies P1P? D P2P? D 0 (see subsection 3.4)
at each point U 2 M, it follows immediately that these conditions are met.
Arbitrary perturbations. If the tangential perturbation does not vanish identically, the
tangential flow Ou.t/ deviates from an exact relative equilibrium solution. As a consequence,
the kernel theorem cannot be applied directly: we need a perturbation result for the Fredholm
property† to hold for E 00. Ou/. Then we have that I . Ou/ and t .d=dγ /I . Ou/ C 0−1. Ou/ Ouγ are
elements of the approximate kernel of E 00. Ou/. This leads to necessary solvability conditions
that are equivalent to (4.4) and hence consistency conditions.
4.2. Applications
We consider two examples, the KdV equation for dissipative surface waves above an even
bottom, and the viscous decay of mono-poles on the plane.
4.2.1. Dissipating waves. We now consider the KdV equation (1.1) and (3.18) to which
some dissipation is added. Specifically, we add a term accounting for uniform damping,
−"u, or a viscosity-like term "uxx ; this last equation is the KdV–Burgers equation. So,
@tu D −@xH.u/ − "

u (uniform damping)
−uxx (viscosity-like).
In each case the solution decays to zero exponentially fast. Indeed, the decrease of I .u/
follows from
@t I .u/ D −"
 R
u2 (uniform damping)R
u2x (viscosity-like).
† We should view E 00. Ou/ as a perturbation of E 00.V /. Let us therefore define L.0/ D E 00.V / and L."/ D E 00. Ou/,
according to section 2. One way of dealing with L."/ is using a ‘stability’ result of Kato (1966). There it is
stated that, for " small enough, L."/ inherits the Fredholm property of L.0/, and moreover, we have bounds on
the dimension of kerL."/ and that of its adjoint, L."/. Remember that an operator L has the Fredholm property
if dim kerL < 1, dim kerL < 1 and rangeL is closed.
Another, more intuitive way, is the following. Define besides L.0/ and L."/ the quantity f ."/ D E. Ou/; note
that f .0/ D E0.V / D 0. The adjoint null element N .0/ of L.0/ corresponds to eigenvalues .0/ D 0. Then
the approximate adjoint null element N ."/ of L."/ corresponds to eigenvalues ."/ D O."/ (this is a regularity
assumption; see Kato (1966), section 4, for a more precise statement concerning approximate nullity). Then a
necessary solvability condition for a bounded solution (in the limit " ! 0) of
L."/ D f ."/
is that
lim
"!0
hh N ."/; f ."/ii=."/
exists and is bounded.
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In the case of uniform damping this leads to a particularly simple equation for γ D I .u/:
@tγ D −2"γ (4.10)
and so γ .t/ D exp.−2"t/γ .0/.
When looking for a quasi-static approximation, the dynamic equation for γ .t/ decouples
from the ’-dynamics and it is given by (4.10) for uniform damping, and by
@tγ D −"
Z
U 2x .γ / (4.11)
in the KdV–Burgers case. Note that in both cases this is precisely the consistent evolution
of the integral I .
The dynamics for ’ is given by proposition 4.1; using symmetry of the particular
coherent structures considered here, solitary and cnoidal waves, the order "-term vanishes
and in the correct order the equation becomes simply
@t’ D .γ /: (4.12)
Restricting to the decay of cnoidal waves, 2 -periodic solutions, with
R
u dx D 0,
numerical results (van Groesen et al 1990) made it convincingly clear that the quasi-static
approximation is in fact a very accurate description, even to values of " that are rather large
(order 1).
A precise analytical justification is rather intricate if all details concerning higher order
terms are taken into account. (In fact, part of the motivation for the results of the present
paper was to simplify the analysis in this and comparable cases.) A result obtained in
Derks (1992) and Derks and van Groesen (1995) is quoted here to finish this example.
In the result, the norm used is the H1-norm, the L2-norm of the function and its (spatial)
derivative.
Proposition 4.7. Restricting to spatially periodic solutions for the uniformly damped KdV
equation, which decay exponentially to zero with increasing time, any solution that starts
in an "-neighbourhood of M remains in a relative "-neighbourhood for all time:
jju.t/ − U.γ .t/; ’.t//jj
jjU.γ .t/; ’.t//jj D O."/
where γ and ’ evolve according to equations (4.10) and (4.12).
The interpretation of this result is that at every(!) moment of time the solution of the
uniformly damped KdV equation can be approximated by a travelling wave and the resulting
error is of the order of the damping, uniformly for all time! Despite the inherent difficulties,
this theoretical result was confirmed numerically in a convincing way (see van Groesen et
al (1990)).
4.2.2. Viscous decay of mono-poles on the plane. In this section we investigate how
confined vortices decay under the influence of viscosity. For simplicity we restrict ourselves
to the mono-poles described in detail in section 3. The decay will be approximated by a
quasi-static evolution along the family of mono-poles, i.e. we use the parameters describing
the manifold of relative equilibria in a quasi-static description.
The decay of vortices on a bounded domain differs from the decay on the whole plane
by the effect of boundary conditions. For the decay of confined vortices in bounded domains
along the lines presented here, see Eydeland and van Groesen (1989). Here we consider
only the circular vortices on the plane as studied in section 3.5.3, proposition 3.1.
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It must be noted in advance that, strictly speaking, any approximation with confined
vortices has necessarily only a limited validity. This is due to the fact that exact solutions
of the Navier–Stokes equation on the whole plane cannot be confined since the presence of
the viscosity term in the equation will cause any solution that is initially confined to become
un-confined immediately. One particular solution of the Navier–Stokes equations that is of
the form of a vortex, but not confined, is known as Oseen’s diffusing vortex. In order to
be able to compare the results of the quasi-static approximations to be derived further on
with this solution, we start to describe this solution explicitly.
Proposition 4.8 (Oseen’s diffusing vortex). Oseen’s diffusing vortex d is given by
d.r; t/ D γ4t exp

− r
2
4t

: (4.13)
This is an exact, un-confined, solution of the Navier–Stokes vorticity equation. (For this
solution the nonlinear term vanishes identically, so it is just a solution of the diffusion
equation @t! D 1!.)
For this solution the time evolutions of the kinetic energy H , the circulation C, the
enstrophy W and the angular momentum P are given by
H.d/ D O.log t/ C.d/ D O.1/
W.d/ D O. 1t / P .d/ D O.t/:
(4.14)
Furthermore, for every chosen disk with finite radius R.t/ in the infinite support of the
vorticity distribution such that the amount of vorticity in the disk remains constant, it holds
that
R.t/2 D O.t/: (4.15)
Viscous decay of integrals. The evolution of the parameters in the quasi-static descriptions
will be taken to be consistent with the evolution of as many integrals as possible. To
that end, we need the evolution of the integrals for exact solutions of the Navier–Stokes
equations. These can be found without difficulty, and are stated here explicitly.
Proposition 4.9. For smooth solutions of the Navier–Stokes equations it holds that
d
dt H .!/ D −2W.!/ ddt P .!/ D 2C.!/
d
dt W.!/ D −2D.!/ ddt Lx.!/ D 0;
d
dt C.!/ D 0 ddt Ly.!/ D 0:
(4.16)
Here D.!/ D 12
R
.r!/2.
Decay of circular patches. To investigate the quasi-static decay of the circular patches
described in section 3.5.3 we use the minimisation characterisation with the angular
momentum. So, let patch.p/ be the uniform circular symmetric patch, that is a minimising
solution of
h.p/ D Min
!
fH.!/ j P.!/ D p; C.!/ D cg (4.17)
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as in proposition 3.1.
We take as quasi-static description the evolution that is consistent with the viscous
evolution of C and P as given above. This leads to (we denote the time derivatives of the
parameters by a dot) t 7! patch.p.t/; c.t// where Pc D 0
Pp D 2c: (4.18)
From the general result stated in proposition 4.2 it follows that this evolution is also
consistent with the energy decay. This can also be verified directly. Using the expression
for the value function (3.31):
h.p/ D c
2
16
− c
2
8
log
4p
c
for the approximation it holds that
Ph D @h
@p
Pp C @h
@c
Pc D c
2
8p
Pp D −2w: (4.19)
With w D W..p// this is in agreement with the dissipative evolution of the energy for
exact solutions as given in (4.16).
The viscous decay of the patch found in this way can also be expressed in other relevant
quantities. For R2;  , w and , the squared radius, height, enstrophy and angular velocity,
respectively, the following dissipation rates are found:
d
dt
.R2/ D 8 P D − c
3
2p2
Pw D − c
4
4p2
P D − c
3
4p2
: (4.20)
This shows that, due to the viscous effect, the circular vortex loses height while its support
expands. The decay rates of these quantities for this approximation are in complete
agreement with the exact viscous evolution of Oseen’s vortex. In addition to the consistent
evolution of the energy, the angular momentum and the circulation, this is an additional
argument for the (still incomplete) justification of the quasi-static description along the
family of confined circular patches.
Remark. In fact, the evolution described above with a succession of patches is not ‘stable’
in the following sense. The evolution of the enstrophy, Pw, as given above, is not consistent
with the enstrophy evolution of the exact dynamics. That is difficult to make precise here,
however, since the functional D.!/ D 12
R jr!j2 that appears in @tW.!/ D −2D.!/ is not
well defined for patches. See van de Fliert and van Groesen (1993) for further information.
Remark (Axisymmetrization of Kirchhoff’s elliptical patches). The same procedure as
described above can be applied to study the viscous decay of Kirchhoff’s elliptical patches
(see van de Fliert and van Groesen (1992) for details). It turns out that the equations for
the lengths a and b of the axes of the ellipse are completely determined by the decay of
the parameters p, c and  . Besides an expansion of the vortex core (at the correct rate:
a2 and b2 of order O.t/), an axisymmetrisation of the support is found: if b2 < a2, then
.d=dt/.b2/ > .d=dt/.a2/ > 0. This axisymmetrisation means that the ellipse becomes more
circular with increasing time. A relaxation towards axisymmetry for the Kirchhoff ellipse
is also shown in numerical calculations by Melander et al (1987) and Dritschel (1988).
They remark that, since the dissipation relaxes the vorticity gradients, thereby generating a
growing perturbation on the steady-state solution, after some time the axisymmetrisation of
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the vortices is dominated by generation of filaments. This filamentation process of course
cannot be described by the decay through a quasi-stationary process of the kind considered
here.
Remark. The viscous evolution t 7! L.w.t/; c.t//, with Pc D 0, Pw D −2d D 2D.L/,
through the family of Leith vortices (see proposition 3.2), is not consistent with the viscous
evolution of the angular momentum. This is one of the motivations to unfold the family of
Leith vortices (section 3.5.3). Investigating the viscous decay of the maximum energy mono-
poles (proposition 3.3) it is proved that, within finite time, the unfolding is neutralised, i.e.
the quasi-static evolution along maximum energy vortices under the influence of viscosity
reaches the Leith vortex L within finite time. The situation with the minimum energy
mono-poles is much different. We have seen (section 3.5.3) that, in the limit of the angular
momentum p ! ppatch, the minimum energy vortices tend to the circular patches. However,
it can be shown that the dissipating minimum energy mono-poles do not approach the circular
patches for increasing time. The results are summarised in figure 15.
Figure 15. Three-dimensional representation of the value function h.w; p/. Line A corresponds
to the patches patch, line B to the distributions 0 and line C to Leith vortices L. The two-
dimensional manifold of relative equilibria (minimum energy vortices, −) between the curves
A and B, and the relative equilibria (maximum energy vortices, C) between the curves B and
C, contain the quasi-static evolutions described in the text. The paths of some of these evolutions
are indicated.
4.3. Conclusion
It is rather remarkable that the result as stated in section 4.1.3 could be derived for such
a large class of systems as the Hamiltonian ones. The analytical reason for this is the
(perturbed) kernel theorem. This is a deep result that relies heavily on the fundamental
properties of Hamiltonian (Poisson) systems. It has the consequence that the kernel of the
adjoint linearised flow follows explicitly from the existing symmetries and the foliation of
the state space by level sets of the corresponding integral. Based on this result it could
be shown that the Fredholm-type of argument fits nicely with the geometric picture that
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has been presented for the manifold of relative equilibria. It should be noted that the
correct decomposition of the perturbation, in particular the choice of Pk that determines the
parameter dynamics of the approximation V .p.t//, is rather essential. Computation of this
tangential perturbation requires the knowledge of M, in particular the knowledge of Uγ : the
change of the coherent structure with the varying level sets. When using the decomposition
as described, a correct approximation is obtained, as illustrated in the examples. However,
in many cases a different decomposition (leading to less accurate results) may be more
simple and therefore more attractive at first sight. In the wave problem, for example, when
the tangent vector Uγ is replaced by U itself (a function that clearly has a component along
Uγ since hUγ ; Ui D 1), a different dynamics would be obtained for certain perturbations.
Spatially inhomogeneous Poisson problems can be dealt with in full detail in much the
same way as described here; see the next section.
5. Inhomogeneous problems
In this section we study spatially inhomogeneous dynamical systems. In particular,
we derive an approximative description as to how structures that are characteristic for
homogeneous media deform as a consequence of the inhomogeneity. Under the assumption
that the rate of change of the inhomogeneity is small, O."/, it is shown that an O."/
correct approximation can be found that describes changes of the structures of order one.
This approximation will be a quasi-homogeneous evolution: a succession of structures
corresponding to different homogeneous media. Restricting to concentrated structures for
which the spatial structure is localised in a sense that its ‘position’ can be defined in a
meaningful way, the succession will be determined by specifying at each moment one
member out of a family of possible structures that belongs to that homogeneous medium
that resembles the local properties of the inhomogeneous medium at the position of the
structure at the specific instant of time. Intuitively it is clear that for such an approximation
to be valid, the assumption of slow variations in material properties is necessary. However,
the resulting approximation may well describe large deformations.
In the first section we will investigate the homogenisation process, and then discuss the
parameter dynamics. We will refine the analysis given in section 4.1.3 for the case when
there are Casimirs. Finally, in section 5.2 we treat the relevant applications. This section
follows closely Fledderus and van Groesen (1996b) as far as the theory and the sine-Gordon
example is concerned.
5.1. The quasi-homogeneous approximation
In this section we develop the perturbation theory for inhomogeneous systems.
Notation. The notation H.u/ for the Hamiltonian may now be settled, but we have
to introduce the inhomogeneous version of several quantities. First, the energy density
by which the Hamiltonian is defined: H.u/ D R h.uI K.x// dx. The spatial variable
x will enter only via a function K , K D K.x/ D NK."x/ that measures some, slowly
varying, scalar quantity of the underlying physical system (" is small). We already used in
section 3 its homogenised version OH.uI / D R h.uI / dx. The vector fields XH.uI K.x//
and its homogenised version OXH.uI / will denote the Hamiltonian vector field of the
inhomogeneous and homogeneous Poisson system, respectively:
XH.uI K.x//  0.uI K.x//H.u/ OXH.uI /  O0.uI / OH.uI /:
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We already noted that in a homogeneous system the spatial translation symmetry implies
the existence of a first integral, OI . In fact, OI may also depend on  .
Finally, E.I K.x// denotes the inhomogeneous operator E.uI K.x// D @tu −
XH.uI K.x//, together with its homogenised version OE.uI /  @tu − OXH.uI /. As an
approximation for a solution u of E.uI K.x// D 0 that describes the distortion of a relative
equilibrium solution, we consider an evolution Lu in the family of MREs that were constructed
in section 3.2 (note that we use at this stage the notation Lu instead of Ou: when .t/ is
specified in terms of γ .t/ and ’.t/ we will call the resulting approximation Ou). Stated
differently, Lu is a succession of relative equilibria with the parameters adjusted in a manner
that has to be specified. When " D 0 we recover the relative equilibrium solutions; the
errors that are introduced vanish in the limit " ! 0, and hence the theory produces results
for slowly varying media.
The parameters that have to be adjusted in this process of taking successive relative
equilibria are γ , ’ and  . Thus,
t 7! U.γ .t/; ’.t/I .t// D Lu.t/
(see figure 16). So the approximation Lu.t/ ‘feels’ at some specific time t a material ‘constant’
.t/, to approximate the inhomogeneous material at that time.
Figure 16. The approximation Lu.t/ as it passes through several MREs.
This section is arranged as follows. First we investigate the choice of  , as a function
of γ and ’. Then we determine the dynamics of the remaining independent variables
’.t/ and γ .t/ from three points of view. One is connected with the natural splitting of
the perturbation P from the inhomogeneity, into an active part, Pk, and a passive part,
P?. Letting the parameters move under the influence of the active part Pk is shown to be
equivalent to a consistent evolution of the energy and the momentum, and also equivalent
to satisfying the necessary solvability conditions for the equation that determines the error
between the approximation and an exact solution. In order to simplify the formulae we
suppose in the following that I does not depend on : OI .u/ D I .u/.
5.1.1. Point-wise homogenisation. For the homogeneous medium, let QU.γ; /.x/ be
the relative equilibrium that is ‘concentrated’ around x D 0; then U.γ; ’I /.x/ 
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QU.γ I /.x − ’/ is ‘concentrated’ around x D ’. In a moment we will specify in more
detail what should be understood by ‘concentrated’; for now it suffices to interpret it as the
position where the relative equilibrium is approximately confined to a small region. Then
it is natural to take for  the local value of the inhomogeneous medium, namely  D K.’/;
we will now investigate this in more detail.
The main property to determine the approximation will be energy conservation, and
also for the correct choice of  . In contrast with the dissipation-like perturbations of the
previous section that destroy the conservative character of the homogeneous system, the
energy is conserved for solutions of the inhomogeneous system: H.u/ is conserved also
when K varies with x. However, for any approximation Lu, the energy H. Lu/ will in general
not be constant. Consider for U.γ; ’I / the difference 1 between the ‘inhomogeneous
energy’ and the ‘homogeneous energy at level ’, i.e.
1 :D H.U.γ; ’I // − OH.U.γ; ’I /I /
D
Z
[h.U.γ; ’I /.x/I K.x// − h.U.γ; ’I /.x/I /] dx:
The vanishing of 1 will determine  as function of γ and ’. Introducing y D x − ’, and
N’ D "’, so that K.x/ D NK. N’ C "y/, the difference will be viewed as a function of the
variables γ , N’,  and ":
1.I γ; N’; "/ D
Z
[h. QU.γ I /.y/; NK. N’ C "y// − h. QU.γ I /.y/I /] dy:
Observe that this difference vanishes for " D 0 for the choice  D K.’/ D NK. N’/:
1. NK. N’/I γ; N’; 0/ D 0
and we look for the correct choice of  for small ".
One special case will be dealt with first. Sufficient for our purposes would be that
1. NK. N’/I γ; N’; "/ D O."2/
which is the case if
@1
@"

"D0
 NK 0. N’/
Z
y
@h
@
. QU.γ I NK. N’//.y/I NK. N’// dy (5.1)
vanishes. This turns out to be the case in the example of the Bloch wall, and in several
other examples, as a consequence of a special symmetry property of the relative equilibrium,
namely that .@h=@/. QU.γ I NK. N’//.y/I NK. N’// is an even function.
In the more general case, .@1=@"/j"D0 6D 0. In fact, we have to require that this
quantity is finite, which can only be expected when the relative equilibrium is sufficiently
concentrated. Hence, the finiteness of the expression (5.1) is a first explicit condition for the
required ‘concentratedness’.
In this general case, we apply the implicit function theorem to the equation
1.I γ; N’; "/ D 0:
Since
@1
@

D NK. N’/;"D0
6D 0
this theorem leads to the result that in some neighbourhood M of 0 and some open set
N  R2, there exists a unique, C1, mapping O D O.γ; N’; "/ such that
 O.γ; N’; 0/ D NK. N’/ D K.’/
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 1. O.γ; N’; "/I γ; N’; "/ D 0, for all .γ; N’; "/ 2 N  M .
Hence, for this choice of O , the energy difference vanishes. It holds that
O D NK. N’/ C O."/
and so
@ O
@γ
D O."/ @ O
@’
D " @ O
@ N’ D O."/:
This choice for  will be used in the following in the quasi-homogeneous approximation.
Notation. The quasi-homogeneous approximation will be based on the functions
U.γ; ’I O.γ; N’; "// and denoted by
Ou.t/ D U.γ .t/; ’.t/I .t//
where .t/ D O.γ .t/; N’.t/; "/. Note that, differentiating Ou.t/ with respect to γ ,
@ Ou
@γ
D @ Lu
@γ
C @ Lu
@
@ O
@γ
D: Luγ C Lu Oγ D Luγ C O."/
holds, and similarly for ’:
@ Ou
@’
D @ Lu
@’
C " @ Lu
@
@ O
@ N’ D: Lu’ C " Lu O N’ D Lu’ C O."/:
Remark. If one would like to identify the position ψ such that O D K.ψ/, upon introducing
the slow variable Nψ D "ψ, this quantity is found by inverting the relation
NK. Nψ/ D O.γ; N’; "/:
Since in general this inverse is multiply defined, we take that ψ that is closest to ’,
the position of Lu. Outside an "-neighbourhood of the extrema of K , this results in
Nψ D N’ C O."/, and so ψ D ’ C O.1/. Consequently, when the value of O changes order
" from K.’/, the change in distance will be of order one. In the special case mentioned
above, 1.K.’/I γ; N’; "/ D O."2/, the situation is better in the sense that then ψ−’ D O."/.
5.1.2. Parameter dynamics
A geometrical viewpoint. As in section 4 we choose the residue, E. OuI K.x//, to vanish
in the directions I . Ou/ and 0−1. OuI K.x// Luγ , or, using our natural projections from the
previous section and extending these in a consistent way, by requiring that
P1E. OuI K.x// D P2E. OuI K.x// D 0:
(Note that 0−1 is taken in K.x/, and not in O .) The motivation is that when the perturbation
is such that it leaves the MREs invariant, the approximation is in fact an exact solution.
Proposition 5.1. Requiring the residue to vanish in the directions I . Ou/ and 0−1. OuI K.x// Luγ
leads to the following dynamics for γ and ’:8>><>>:
@tγ D hI . Ou/; XH . OuI K.x//i
@t’ D .γ; O/ C Pγ Oγ h2; Lui C h Luγ ; H. Ou/ − 
OH. OuI O/i
1 − h2; OXI. OuI O/ − XI. OuI K.x//i − " O N’h2; Lui
:
(5.2)
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Proof. First we rewrite P1E. OuI K.x// D 0 (we suppress the t-dependence):
0 D hI . Ou/; E. OuI K.x//i
D hI . Ou/; @t Oui − hI . Ou/; XH . OuI K.x//i
D @t I . Ou/ − hI . Ou/; XH . OuI K.x//i
D @tγ − hI . Ou/; XH . OuI K.x//i
leading to the first part of the result. The derivation of the dynamics of ’ requires some
more work. We abbreviate 0−1. OuI K.x// Luγ with  . Then
0 D h; E. OuI K.x//i
D h; @t Oui − h; XH . OuI K.x//i
D − P’

1 − h; OXI. OuI O/ − XI. OuI K.x//i − " O N’h; Lui

C Pγ Oγ h; Lui C h Luγ ; H. Ou/i
D − P’

1 − h; OXI. OuI O/ − XI. OuI K.x//i − " O N’h; Lui

C Pγ Oγ h; Lui C .γ; O/ C h Luγ ; H. Ou/ −  OH. OuI O/i
leading to the second part of the result. 
Remark. From (5.2) one can observe that the dynamics of the parameters is driven by (i)
the dependence of the relative equilibria (solutions) on the material quantity and (ii) the
dependence of the Hamiltonian vector field on the material quantity. Moreover, when the
structure map 0 does not depend on K.x/, the numerator in (5.2) reduces to 1−" O N’h; Lui.
In the next two paragraphs we will show that the requirement that the residue E. LuI K.x//
vanishes in the two directions I . Ou/ and 0−1. OuI K.x// Luγ is equivalent with two other
requirements. Calling the projection argument geometrically inspired, the other two
requirements are more physically and functional-analytic based, respectively.
Consistent evolution. For an exact solution the evolution of the momentum is given by
@t I .u/ D hI .u/; XH .uI K.x//i  fI; H g.u/:
The immediate conclusion from (5.2) is that the same also holds for the approximation Ou
as a consequence of the requirement that the residue vanishes in the direction I . Ou/. With
the notion introduced in section 4.1.2, this means that the functional I evolves consistently.
It is more difficult to give a same argument for the evolution equation for ’. Besides
that, different from section 4, it is now no longer true that the consistent evolution of I
implies automatically that H evolves in a consistent way. We will now show that both
results can be obtained with some additional technical conditions from energy conservation.
Therefore, let us come back for a moment to the construction of O . There we required the
inhomogeneous energy of the approximation, H. Lu/, to be equal to the homogeneous energy
of Lu, OH. LuI /. From this requirement we constructed O D O.γ; N’; "/ and then Ou. Now,
since the energy is constant in time for an exact solution of the inhomogeneous system, it is
tempting to demand the same for the approximation. That is, denoting the energy of Ou by
H.γ; ’/:
H.γ; ’/ :D OH. OuI O.γ; N’; "// D H. Ou/
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energy conservation for the approximation is stated as
d
dt
H.γ; ’/ D 0:
Requiring this would mean that the energy evolves consistently for the approximation.
In the rest of this paragraph we will show the following result.
Proposition 5.2. Under the technical assumption 5.1.2 below, the requirement that the
momentum and energy evolve consistently is equivalent to the two requirements from the
geometric projection argument:
P1E. OuI K.x// D P2E. OuI K.x// D 0
i.e. equivalent with the dynamics given by (5.2).
Proof. Let us analyse the derivative of H.γ; ’/ with respect to time:
d
dt
H.γ; ’/ D P’H’ C PγHγ : (5.3)
The first term on the right-hand side can be rewritten
H’ D @H. Ou/=@’ D hH. Ou/; Lu’i C "hH. Ou/; Lui O N’: (5.4)
The second term on the right-hand side of (5.3) can be written as
Hγ D @H. Ou/=@γ D hH. Ou/; Luγ i C hH. Ou/; Lui Oγ : (5.5)
Let us first take care of the term hH. Ou/; Lui which appears in both (5.4) and (5.5).
Decomposing H. Ou/ yields
hH. Ou/; Lui D hH. Ou/ −  OH. OuI O/; Lui C h OH. OuI O/; Lui
D hH. Ou/ −  OH. OuI O/; Lui C hI . Ou/; Lui
D hH. Ou/ −  OH. OuI O/; Lui: (5.6)
Assumption 5.3, (A1), implies that the second term on the right-hand side of (5.4) and (5.5)
is of the order O."2/. Note that in order to obtain this result the assumption is too strong:
we only need H. Ou/ −  OH. OuI O/ to be O."/ in the direction Lu .
Now we take a closer look at hH. Ou/; Lu’i and hH. Ou/; Luγ i. The first term can easily
be rewritten as
hH. Ou/; Lu’i D hH. Ou/; OXI. OuI O/ − XI. OuI K.x// C XI. OuI K.x//i
D hE. OuI K.x// − @t Ou; I . Ou/i C hH. Ou/; OXI. OuI O/ − XI. OuI K.x//i
D hE. OuI K.x//; I . Ou/i − h@t Ou; I . Ou/i
C hH. Ou/ −  OH. OuI O/ C  OH. OuI O/; . O0. OuI O/ − 0. OuI K.x///I . Ou/i
D hE. OuI K.x//; I . Ou/i − h@t Ou; I . Ou/i
C hH. Ou/ −  OH. OuI O/; OXI. OuI O/ − XI. OuI K.x//i (5.7)
whereas hH. Ou/; Luγ i can be reduced in the same way to
hH. Ou/; Luγ i D hE. OuI K.x//; 0−1. OuI K.x// Luγ i − h@t Ou; 0−1. OuI K.x// Luγ i: (5.8)
Assumption 5.3, (A1) and (A2), ensures that the last term in (5.7) is O."2/. Note again that
this assumption is too strong: we only need an estimate for the specific inner product.
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Finally, h@t Ou; I . Ou/i reduces immediately to Pγ whereas in the deduction of (5.2) we
saw that
h@t Ou; 0−1. OuI K.x// Luγ i D − P’ C P’h; XI . OuI O/ − XI. OuI K.x//i
C ( P’" O N’ C Pγ Oγ  h; Lui (5.9)
(A1,A2)D − P’ C O."/ (5.10)
and hence (5.3) can be rewritten as
d
dt
H.γ; ’/ D P’hE. OuI K.x//; I . Ou/i C Pγ hE. OuI K.x//; 0−1. OuI K.x// Luγ i C O."2/:
(Note that Pγ D O."/ under assumption 5.3.) This finishes the proof. 
Assumption 5.3. The following technical conditions are sufficient in order for proposition 5.2
to hold true.
(A1) jjH. Ou/ −  OH. OuI O/jj D O."/:
(A2) jjXI. OuI K.x// − OXI. OuI O/jj D O."/:
In the case that the structure map does not depend on K.x/, the second condition (A2) is
met immediately.
These conditions specify in more detail what we mean by ‘concentratedness of relative
equilibria’. An illuminating example can be found in section 5.2.2 where we treat the Bloch
wall. In (5.21) we check condition (A1) and it is easily observed that, although the material
‘constant’ K.x/ can deviate by a large amount from its point-wise (in time) homogenised
version .t/, the resulting energy from these tails is very small since the growth of K.x/
is compensated by a decay of—in that case—sin2 O .
Remark. Condition (A1) has the following special interpretation. Since U.γ; ’I / is a
constrained critical point of OH.uI / on level sets of I ,
U.γ; ’I / 2 arg Extr f OH.uI / j I .u/ D γ g (5.11)
it holds that  OH.U.γ; ’I /I / D I .U.γ; ’I //. Hence, from (A1) it follows that
U.γ; ’I / also satisfies
jjH.U.γ; ’I // − I .U.γ; ’I //jj D O."/:
This could be interpreted as the fact that U.γ; ’I / is an ‘almost’(i.e. "-approximate) critical
point of the inhomogeneous Hamiltonian on level sets of I . Stated differently, although the
critical point problem
Extr f H.u/ j I .u/ D γ g (5.12)
has no direct dynamic relevance (since I is not conserved, and hence no relative equilibrium
solutions are constructed in this way), when (A1) is satisfied, Ou is an approximate critical
point which is the relevant element in the quasi-homogeneous approximation. Intuitively,
when OH.uI / differs little from H.u/ for functions u with bounded support near ’ with
K.’/ D  , the solution of (5.11) and (5.12) should be close, which is expressed in (A1).
See also section 7.
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Analytic solvability conditions in the presence of Casimir functionals. On substituting
u D Ou C  in the inhomogeneous equation and using the fact that u is an exact solution we
arrive at the equation for the error :
E 0. OuI K.x// D −E. OuI K.x//: (5.13)
The presence of symmetry in the homogeneous case causes the linearised operator to be
singular as we observed in proposition 4.3. The main aim of this paragraph is the adaption
of subsection 4.1.3 to the case of non-invertible structure maps. The proof that the necessary
solvability conditions for the equation for the error are equivalent to the consistent evolution
and projection argument is similar to that in the previous section, and we will not repeat it.
The basic relation that will be used is
OE 0.uI / O0.uI / D − O0.uI / OE 0.uI / (5.14)
which is the kernel theorem in its essence for the case of homogenised systems. The kernel
of OE 0.V I / is known from proposition 4.3; however, there we did not take any Casimirs
into account. When we do take Casimirs into account, ker OE 0.V I / should be supplemented
by
t
@
@ci
OXI.V I / C @V
@ci
2 ker OE 0.V I /
for every Casimir Ci.u/ included in the extremalisation problem (3.15).
We directly note that all the Ci.V / are in the kernel of OE 0.V / according to the second
footnote on page 558 (Lax theorem, see e.g. proposition 5.18 in van Groesen and de Jager
(1994)). Alternatively, we can use (5.14) to show this in the following way. Applying both
sides on a Ci.V / and using the degeneracy of O0.V / there results
0 D − O0.V I / OE 0.V I /Ci.V /:
We only have to check that OE 0.V I /Ci.V / cannot be another Casimir. Suppose it is, say
OE 0.V I /Ci.V / D Cj .V /
then, taking the inner product with t@=@cj OXI.V I / C @V=@cj we obtain  D 0 and hence
the result.
Now let both sides of (5.14) act on a candidate for the ker OE 0.V /, N , with
O0.V I / N D t @
@γ
OXI.V I / C @V
@γ
(5.15)
an element of the kernel of OE 0.V I /. We remarked in section 3.4 that (5.15) can only
be solved if we take all the non-trivial, independent Casimirs of the Poisson system in
consideration in the extremalisation problem (3.15) (note that h OXI.V I /; C.V /i  0). In
that case its solution, and therewith another element in the kernel of OE.V I /, is given by
N D t @
@γ
I .V / C O0.V I /−1 @V
@γ
as in proposition 4.6. Similarly with the right-hand side of (5.15) replaced by purely
OXI.V I /, there results another element I .V /.
Making an attempt at solving (5.15) with the right-hand side replaced by @V=@ci we
find that the solvability condition
0 D
D
Ci.V /; O0.V I / N
E
6D

Ci.V /;
@V
@ci

D 1
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is not satisfied. Hence, ker OE 0.V I / consists of
ker OE 0.V I / D span

I .V /; t
@
@γ
I .V / C O0.V I /−1 @V
@γ
; Ci.V /

and counting finds that in the case where 0 is not invertible also, the linearised operator is
a Fredholm operator of index 0 (if dim ker OE 0.V I / < 1).
Using the kernel theorem in a perturbative way, motivated by the footnote on page 560,
we have shown that the necessary solvability conditions for (5.13) are equivalent with the
geometric condition that the residue should vanish in the directions I . Ou/, 0−1. OuI K.x// Luγ
and Ci. Ou/, which in turn is equivalent with a consistent evolution of the momentum I .u/,
the Hamiltonian H.u/ and the Casimirs Ci.u/ (proposition 5.2)†.
5.2. Applications
5.2.1. Solitary waves over varying topography. We start with solitary waves over varying
topography. This subsection is based on the work of Pudjaprasetya and van Groesen (1995).
In the Boussinesq approximation we have already scaled the amplitude of the waves with
" and the wavelength with 1=
p
". If we restrict ourselves to very mild bottom variations,
D0.x/ D O."/
then the uni-directionalisation still makes sense in first order and the governing equations
can again be written as a Hamiltonian system, as
@t D −0.D.x//H./ (5.16)
with the skew-symmetric structure map
0.D.x// D
p
C.x/@x
p
C.x/ C.x/ D
p
gD.x/
and the Hamiltonian
H./ D
Z 
1
2
2 C "

− 1
12
D.x/22x C
1
4
1
D.x/
3

dx:
Equation (5.16) is called the KdV-top equation: it reduces to the familiar KdV equation if
the bottom is flat, D.x/ D , but otherwise it incorporates the effects of top(ography).
Note that, in contrast with the general theory, the generalised momentum
I ./ D 12
Z
2
C.x/
dx
depends on the topography. The mass functional, which is also a Casimir for the
inhomogeneous system, depends on the topography as well:
M./ D
Z
p
C.x/
dx:
† Adding all the Casimirs in the proofs of propositions 5.1 and 5.2 does not change the structure of them. Indeed,
requiring the residue to vanish in the direction Ci. Ou/ is equivalent to the requirement of a consistent evolution
of Ci. Ou/:
0 D hCi. Ou/; E. OuI K.x//i
D hCi. Ou/; @t Oui − hCi. Ou/; XH . OuI K.x//i
D @tCi. Ou/ − hCi. Ou/; XH . OuI K.x//i:
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Starting with a pure travelling wave, i.e. with an initial condition on the manifold M , an
approximation to (5.16) will be sought as an evolution on the family of MREs M ,
LS.t/ D S.γ .t/; ’.t/I .t//:
It is easy to check that for .t/ D D.’.t// the integral in (5.1) vanishes, and hence that the
soliton during running up will feel the depth corresponding to its position. With this choice
for .t/, the actual quasi-homogeneous approximation is denoted by OS.t/.
Remark. Before computing the dynamics of γ and ’ we have to make a remark on
the absence of the mass functional in the extremalisation problem (3.19). It turns out
that, for waves that decay (exponentially) to zero at infinity, we cannot prescribe the
mass independently of the momentum, i.e. the multiplier corresponding to M in an
extremalisation problem f OH j OI ; OMg vanishes. In terms of unfolding, this means that we
cannot unfold the set M with a mass parameter. As a consequence we cannot talk about
the element 0.K.x//−1 OSγ and hence we cannot talk about projecting the residue in this
direction. This will cause serious problems and forces us to unfold the set M in a non-
standard way using solitary waves with a finite tail. The only thing that is left is consistent
evolution of the momentum and of the energy.
Computing H.γ; ’/ D OH. OS.γ; ’I D.’//I D.’// results in
H.γ; ’/ D C.’/γ C 185 "g2.γ =4/5=3C.’/−7=3:
Several level sets of H are shown in figure 17. From this figure we can derive some
characteristic properties of the quasi-homogeneous approximation. Specifying the initial
energy determines the level set, and the value of the momentum parameter can be read
off as a function of C.’/ and therewith of the position (if we assume locally a one to one
relationship). Note that for large values of C.’/, the momentum γ increases with decreasing
C.’/, while for small values of C.’/, γ decreases with decreasing C.’/.
Due to symmetry we find that the dynamics for γ and ’ reduce, correct up to order "2,
to a Hamiltonian system, Pγ D −H’ D −C 0.’/γ C 425 "g2.γ =4/5=3C.’/−10=3C 0.’/
P’ D Hγ D C.’/ C 32"g2.γ =4/2=3C.’/−7=3 D .γ; C.’//:
(5.17)
The equations in system (5.17) are quite hard to solve. But the first terms give most of the
qualitative behaviour of a wave running up (see figure 18).
A next step is the analysis of the behaviour of the mass functional. It turns out that
for solitary waves its value decreases while the wave is running up. Pudjaprasetya and van
Groesen (1995) give two modifications of the quasi-homogeneous approximation that enable
them to regain mass conservation. We refer to their paper for more details. However, in the
case of cnoidal waves (periodic in space) the mass functional does not give rise to problems
and after a scaling of the wavelength, which is forced by the varying bottom topography,
the mass evolves consistently (Pudjaprasetya and van Groesen 1995).
5.2.2. Moving Bloch walls in inhomogeneous media. In a spatial inhomogeneous crystal,
i.e. equation (1.5) with K D K.x/ slowly varying as
K.x/ D NK."x/
with " a small parameter, we look for a distortion .x; t/ of an initial kink solution as a
quasi-homogeneous approximation by a specific succession of kinks:
L.t/ D 2.γ .t/; ’.t/I .t//:
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Figure 17. Level sets of the energy H.γ; ’/ for C D C.’/ against γ .
Figure 18. The first terms in (5.17), that correspond to the linear, non-dispersive equation
@tu D −0.x/u, already lead to the main characteristics of waves during run up: the wave
contracts, steepens up and slows down (taken from Van Groesen and Pudjaprasetya (1993)).
So the approximation L.t/ ‘feels’ at some specific time t an isotropy ‘constant’ .t/. After
giving a computational example of finding O as a function of γ , N’ and " as in section 5.1.1,
we will give the dynamics of the parameters obtained via the consistent evolution of the
momentum and the energy.
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Example. In order to give a computational example of how to find O , we consider for K.x/
the parabolic function
K.x/ D K0 C K1."x/2 NK.x/ D K0 C K1x2 K0; K1 2 R:
The quantity 1.I γ; N’; "/ D H. L; Lp/ − OH. L; LpI / reduces to
1.I γ; N’; "/ D
Z
.K0 C K1. N’ C "y/2 − / sin2 L.y; t/ dy (y D x − ’)
which, after some maple-assisted manipulations, reduces to
1.I γ; N’; "/ D 4
3
2K1"
2(
8 C γ 23=2 C 4K1 N’
2 C K0p
8 C γ 2
− 4p
8 C γ 2
: (5.18)
Taking " D 0 we immediately have the result that  D K0 C K1 N’2 D NK. N’/. Moreover,
differentiation of 1 with respect to  and evaluating at ."; / D .0; K0 C K1 N’2/ yields
@1
@

.";/D.0;K0CK1 N’2/
D − 4p
8K0 C 8K1 N’2 C γ 2
6D 0:
Hence, solving for  , we find up to O."4/
O D K0 C K1 N’2 C 13
"22K21
8K0 C 8K1 N’2 C γ 2 : (5.19)
Notice that the choice  D NK. N’/ D K0 C K1 N’2 results in a 1 that is O."2/ uniform for all
’.
Solving NK. Nψ/ D .γ; N’; "/ for Nψ yields
Nψ2 D N’2 C 1
3
"22K1
8K0 C 8K1 N’2 C γ 2 C O."
4/
that is (outside an "-neighbourhood of 0 where K is minimal)
Nψ D N’ C 1
6
"22K1
N’.8K0 C 8K1 N’2 C γ 2/ :
This result is even better than the general, expected result. It is due to symmetry in the
underlying kink solution.
Motivated by this example we take in the following .t/ D NK. N’/ D K.’/. Computing for
this choice the homogeneous energy at level K.’/, OH. O; OpI K.’// D H.γ; ’/, we find
H.γ; ’/ D
Z n
1
2 Op2 C 12 O2x C K.’.t// sin2 O
o
dx
D
Z n
1
2 .
2 C 1/ O2x − 12 .2 − 1/ O2x
o
dx
D
Z
O2x dx D 2B
D
p
8K.’.t// C γ .t/2: (5.20)
At this point it is best to check the assumption 5.1.2, i.e. whether the norm of H. O; Op/ −
 OH. O; OpI .t// is of the order " (note that then (A2) is trivially satisfied). Calculating this
quantity, using (3.25) with .t/ D K.’.t//, we are led to check whetherZ
R
4eBy e2By − 1.e2By C 1/2 .K.’/ − K.’ C y//
 dy (5.21)
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is of the required order O."/. This is the case, since making an expansion of the difference
K.’/ − K.’ C y/ around y D 0, the L2-norm of H. O; Op/ −  OH. O; OpI K.’// is easily
shown to be
jjH. O; Op/ −  OH. O; OpI K.’//jj D 2"=B2 C O."2/:
Hence, the consistent dynamics is equivalent to the projected dynamics and with the
dynamics obtained from the Fredholm argument.
Therefore we require the energy to evolve in a consistent way, i.e.
d
dt
H.γ; ’/ D Hγ Pγ C H’ P’ D 0:
Consequently, up to a scaling factor .t/, the dynamics of the variables constitutes a
Hamiltonian system itself:
@t

’
γ

D .t/J2
H’
Hγ

: (5.22)
The factor .t/ follows from the requirement that the momentum I also evolves
consistently:
@tγ D @t I . O; Op/ D
D
I . O; Op/; J2H. O; Op/
E
D
Z n
Op Opx − Ox Oxx C OxK.x/ sin 2 O
o
dx
.3:26/D −
Z
K 0.x/ sin2 O dx: (5.23)
Expanding K 0.x/ around x D ’ yields
@tγ D −
Z
K 0.’/ sin2 O dx C O."3=B3/
D − H’ C O."3/ (5.24)
and hence .t/ D 1, correct up to O."2/. With this information (5.22) reduces, up to O."2/,
to 8><>: Pγ D −H’ D −
4K 0.’/
2B
P’ D Hγ D γ2B D .γ .t/; K.’.t///:
(5.25)
Remark. Considering (5.22), the motion of the wall is analogous to the dynamics of
a particle from classical mechanics, with a potential function defined by the magnetic
anisotropy function, K; see (5.20). This means that for convex-like potentials K , for
instance K.x/ D K0 C K1."x/2, the motion will be a periodic one between extreme points
’, determined by E0 D
p
8K.’/; this describes a ‘bound state’ for the wall. See figure 19.
Remark. A method that is often used to describe a distorting kink or soliton is the
perturbation theory developed by McLaughlin and Scott (1978) for the sine-Gordon equation.
In the case of complete integrable systems (such as sine-Gordon) the equations for the
soliton parameters are equivalent to those obtained using the inverse scattering transform†
† Interesting in this context is the ‘sigh’ in Aceves et al (1986): ‘: : : However, multi-parameter families of
exact solutions of nonlinear p.d.e.’s are extremely rare. There is, however, a class of such equations, the soliton
equations, : : :’.
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Figure 19. The particle analogy for a periodic motion of a Bloch wall: trapped in a well of the
magnetic anisotropy constant.
and applications of this theory can be found in the review article by Kivshar and Malomed
(1989). We will show that a non-localised inhomogeneity causes great problems when using
this theory.
Following Sakai et al (1987), who study a parametrically changed sine-Gordon equation
(this resembles our case), we write (1.5) as
@t −1
−@xx C  sin.2 / @t
 

t

D

0
f

(5.26)
with f D . − K."x// sin 2 . Note that  is fixed, say  D K.0/, and that for solutions 
that decay (exponentially) to 0 (x ! −1) and  (x ! 1), f will tend to 0 for jxj ! 1.
Then we look for a solution of (5.26) of the form

t

D

.0/

.0/
t

C "

.1/

.1/
t

C : : : : (5.27)
Here the first term in (5.27) is the leading term of an asymptotic series solution. This
leading term represents the kink profile where soliton parameters are allowed to modulate
(slowly) as a function of time. Rewriting the relative equilibrium solution (3.27) and (3.28),
this leading term is given by
.0/

.0/
t

D

2 arctan exp 
−Bsech

with
 D B..t//.x − ’.t// B./ D
r
2
1 − 2 ’.t/ D
Z t
0
.t 0/ dt 0 C ’0.t/:
Note that for this solution . .0/;  .0/t / the perturbation gets the form of a non-localised delta
function when B is increased. Indeed, the term sin 2.0/ acts as a narrow window through
which we look at  − K."x/.
The second term of (5.27) must satisfy the following equations:
@t −1
−@xx C 2 cos.2.0// @t
 
.1/

.1/
t

D

F1
F2

(5.28)
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where

F1
F2

D 1
"

0
f ..0//

− 1
"
0BB@ .0/
d
dt
C .0/’0
d’0
dt

.0/
t;
d
dt
C .0/t;’0
d’0
dt
1CCA :
The modulation of the soliton parameters  and ’0 can be evaluated without knowledge of
the correction term . .1/;  .1/t /. According to McLaughlin and Scott (1978), the parameters
are modulated to avoid secular terms: linear growth of .1/ with increase of t . This is
realised when F D .F1; F2/ is orthogonal to the discrete null space of the adjoint operator
L, where (Sakai et al 1987)
L D −

@t @xx − 2 cos.2.0//
1 @t

and for this case, the discrete null space is spanned by two vectors, i.e. ..0/t; ; −.0/ / and
.
.0/
t;’0 ; −.0/’0 /. Consequently, the kink parameters obey the following coupled system of
ODEs:
d
dt
D − 
B2
Z 1
−1
f ..0//sech dx (5.29)
d’0
dt
D − 2
B3
Z 1
−1
f ..0// sech dx: (5.30)
However, although these formulae are compact, the real problems are hidden. Consider for
instance (5.30). Make the transformation y D x − ’.t/, which turns the integral on the
right-hand side of (5.30) intoZ 1
−1
2.K.".y C ’.t/// − /By tanhBysech2By dy
using the explicit expression for f ..0//. Remember that  was fixed, so if one wants to
make an attempt at computing this integral as an epsilon series, we have to make a series
of K.".y C ’.t/// around " D 0. This leads to the following dynamics for ’0:
d’0
dt
D − 2
B3

2K 0.0/"’.t/
B
C K
0.0/"2.’.t/2 C 2=B2/
B
C : : :

which will diverge for ’ D O."−1/, the scale we are interested in. Note also that, without
making an epsilon series of the integral, it can take on any value we like (to be precise,
4 .K."’.t// − / =B4). Probably one can cure this problem within this procedure by some
non-trivial coordinate change (see Sakai et al (1987) for an example) but the disadvantage
of this is that the physical interpretation can be quite difficult. The solution that we present
here, using physical variables, is (mathematically) more attractive.
5.2.3. Swirling flows in expanding pipes. In this section we treat the distortion of swirling
flows due to variations in the diameter of the pipe. This example is different from the
previous ones because there are no obvious consistency conditions.
Consider a rotationally symmetric pipe with varying radius. Notice that, in contrast to
the previous example, this geometric inhomogeneity does not enter the differential equations
at first instance. However, we can re-scale our radial variable r such that we solve a
perturbation of the Euler equations on a uniform domain. But there is another difference.
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We will use the family of steady, axisymmetric flows constructed in proposition 3.5.4
and we want to construct a time-independent approximation of a distortion of a critical
flow, using this family†. This means for example that at the entrance of an expansion we
prescribe the velocity field by V1.b; f I R; 1;i / (a point on M1;i IR) and we want to find
out how it ‘evolves’ as a function of z, i.e. the axial coordinate z plays the role of time.
Since we are looking for an approximation Lv as a succession of critical flows we can write
Lv D V1.b.z/; f .z/I R..z//; 1;i /: (5.31)
Note that 1;i cannot change continuously. The function .z/ should follow analogously to
the value O in section 5.1.1 from the fact that some quantity is conserved. But since we
are working with stationary approximations we should re-interpret these words. We will
come back to this problem in the next paragraph. Resuming, we need to find parameter
dependence on z:
z 7! .b.z/; f .z/; .z//: (5.32)
It is shown below that the ‘dynamics’ derived from either (i) a consistent evolution of the
energy and the axial flux, or (ii) the vanishing of the residue in the directions E and F or
(iii) necessary solvability conditions for the error equation are all equivalent. The starting
point is to consider local conservation laws.
Local conservation laws. Energy, flux and helicity are integrals for the Euler equations.
Considering the local conservation laws for the densities of these observables, it is easy to
verify that E D 12 juj2, F D uz and B D 12u  ω satisfy a so-called local conservation law
of the form
@tE C divFE D 0 (5.33)
@tF C divFF D 0 (5.34)
@tB C divFB D 0 (5.35)
with FE D hu, FF D
(
uruz; 0; h − 12 juj2 C .uz/2

and FB D 12 .h − juj2/ω C 12 .u  ω/u.
We will not use (5.35) since, for the critical flows constructed in section 3.5.4, helicity,
energy and flux are related by (3.41). Applied to time-independent flows, (5.33) and (5.34)
reduce to
divFE D 0 (5.36)
divFF D 0: (5.37)
We want to stress that these identities should hold point-wise. Integrating them over a
volume, bounded by the wall of the pipe and two cross sections, and using Gauss’ theorem
leads in the case of (5.36) to
0 D
Z zC
z−
Z R.z/
0
divFE2r drdz D
Z
@D
FE  n dS
D
Z R.zC/
0
huz2r dr −
Z R.z−/
0
huz2r dr 8z−; zC: (5.38)
We obtain from (5.38)
d
dz
Z R.z/
0
huz2r dr

D 0: (5.39)
† Quasi-homogeneous approximations using the more difficult flows constructed in proposition 3.5.4 can be found
in Fledderus and van Groesen (1996a).
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Note that this identity is satisfied for every time-independent, axial symmetric flow. Observe
that in (5.39) the total head, h, appears, a quantity which should also be determined in the
following.
A more attractive and easily obtained conserved quantity, conserved in the sense that it
does not depend on z, is the axial flux:
d
dz
Z R.z/
0
uz2r dr

D 0: (5.40)
In order to find f .z/ and .z/ we demand that (cf section 5.1.1)
F. LvI R.z// D OF. LvI R..z///: (5.41)
Since the right-hand side of (5.41) evaluates to f .z/ (due to the definition of Lv), (5.40)
implies that f .z/ should be constant, say f . Then, performing a straightforward calculation,
the left-hand side of (5.41) reduces to
 R..z//
1;i
R.z/
J2.1;i /
s
b.z/R..z//
1;i
J1.
1;iR.z/
R..z//
/ C f R.z/
2
R..z//2
D f: (5.42)
This should hold for all z. But since f and b and thus b.z/ are independent, (5.42) can
only hold if  D Id , i.e. if R..z// D R.z/. Hence, our approximation Lv simplifies to
Ov D V .b.z/; f I R.z/; 1;i / (5.43)
with R.z/, f and 1;i given, and b.z/ left to determine.
Necessary solvability conditions. In the following, u will denote an exact solution of the
Euler equations in a varying pipe, satisfying a particular (boundary) condition at z D z0:
u.r; z D z0; t/ D U .b; f I R.z0/; 1;i / 8t > t0:
Let Ov denote the approximation on the MRE and Qη the error:
Qη D u − Ov:
Notice that the Euler equations consist of two parts: a dynamic equation for the momentum
and a continuity equation for the mass. This last equation can be satisfied very easily by our
approximation, without prescribing b.z/. Denoting the 3D approximation by Ou (remember
that Ov is a 2D vector), then
div Ou D 0 , Ou D ( Our; V1.b.z/; f I R.z/; 1;i / Our D −1
r
@ Oψ
@z
(5.44)
should hold, with
Oψ.r; z/ D 91.b.z/; f I R.z/; 1;i /.r/:
The update of the error, η D u − Ou, satisfies at first order
E 0. OuI R.z//η D −E. OuI R.z// (5.45)
with E 0. OuI R.z// the formal Fre´chet derivative of E at Ou. By requiring R.z/ D NR."z/, "
small, the approximation will make some sense; the η that is sought should be O."/, over
O.1/-changes in R. We then have the following proposition.
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Proposition 5.4. The necessary solvability conditions for finding a bounded solution to
(5.45) are Z z2
z1
hF . Ou/; E. OuI R.z//i dz D O."2/ (5.46)Z z2
z1
hB. Ou/; E. OuI R.z//i dz D O."2/: (5.47)
for all intervals [z1; z2] of interest (note that the residue is projected along F and B). The
inner product that is used is the cross-sectional L2-inner product:
hf; gi D
Z R.z/
0
Z 2
0
fg r drd’:
Proof. First, due to the fact that
OE.V .b; f I R; 1;i /I R/ D 0 8b; f
we immediately obtain
span

@V
@b
;
@V
@f

 ker OE 0.V .b; f; R; 1;i //: (5.48)
Second, the kernel of the adjoint linearised operator contains
span fB.V /; F .V /g  ker OE 0.V .b; f; R; 1;i //: (5.49)
Then the necessary solvability conditions are as described in (5.46) and (5.47) (note that
jjE. OuI R.z//jj D O."/). The conditions provide, implicitly, the function b.z/. Only when
b.z/ is chosen in this way, will the error η be uniformly small, jjηjj.z/ D O."/ uniformly
in z. We will see that the O."2/ in (5.46) and (5.47) determines the ‘z-scale’ over which
the results are valid, i.e. the length of the interval [z1; z2]. 
We have already remarked that the use of the helicity functional in (5.47) causes some
difficulties. To be more precise, we find a (horrible) nonlinear differential equation for b.z/.
However, for the interval of interest we can use the Lagrange multiplier equation (3.41) in
order to come to a workable condition.
Proposition 5.5. With (5.46) satisfied, condition (5.47) is equivalent to the vanishing of the
residue in the direction E:Z z2
z1
hE. Ou/; E. OuI R.z//i dz D O."2/: (5.50)
Hence, projection along F and B is equivalent to projection along F and E.
Proof. We use the relation (3.41) that is satisfied by Ou up to some residue R. Ou/:
E. Ou/ − B. Ou/ − OF . Ou/ D: R. Ou/:
Taking the inner product with E. OuI R.z// and using (5.46) and (5.47) we obtainZ z2
z1
hE. Ou/; E. OuI R.z//i dz D
Z z2
z1
hR. Ou/; E. OuI R.z//i dz C O."2/:
Inspection of R. Ou/ shows that its z-component is identically zero, its ’-component is O."2/
and its r-component is O."/. On the other hand, the relation
Nω D

−@ Ou
’
@z
; − @
@r
.
1
r
@ Oψ
@r
/ − 1
r
@2 Oψ
@z2
;
1
r
@r Ou’
@r

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shows that the r-component of E. OuI R.z// is O."2/ and that its ’-component is of the order
O."/. Using these results we obtain
hR. Ou/; E. OuI R.z//i D O."3/
and hence Z z2
z1
hE. Ou/; E. OuI R.z//i dz D O."2/
where the integration over z takes place over an interval of length "−1. 
Consistent modelling. We will show that conditions (5.46) and (5.50) are equivalent to
requiring Ou to be F - and E-consistent. Moreover, it will give a relatively convenient way
of computing z 7! b.z/.
Proposition 5.6. The necessary solvability conditions (5.46) and (5.50) are equivalent to the
requirement that the flux and the energy evolve consistently (up to O."2/).
Proof. From the paragraph on local conservation laws we know that the axial flux evolves
O."2/-consistently iffZ z2
z1
Z R.z/
0
divFF2r drdz D
Z z2
z1
Z R.z/
0

@h
@z
− . Ou  Nω/z

2r drdz D O."2/:
Since F . Ou/ D .0; 0; 1/ and F . Ou/  E. OuI R.z// D E. OuI R.z//z D @h=@z − . Ou  Nω/z, the
first equivalence is obtained.
The local energy conservation law (5.33) is equivalent to the statement that for all Ou
E. Ou/  [ Nω  Ou C rh] D divFE. Ou/:
Integrating this identity over a volume, and substituting the consistency condition
d
dz
Z R.z/
0
huz2r dr

D 0
the statement follows. 
Using the result of proposition 5.5, the dynamics for b.z/ finally comes down to some
algebraic manipulation. We refer the interested reader to van Groesen et al (1995) for a
proof of the final result.
Proposition 5.7. The approximation Ou is O."2/-F -consistent and E-consistent iff the helicity
density is constant, i.e.
b.z/  constant D: b0:
The corresponding total head is, up to an inessential constant, given by
h D uz − 1
1;i
Z z
b.s/R0.s/ ds D uz − b:
Concluding, the quasi-homogeneous approximation reads
z 7!

−1
r
@ Oψ
@z
; V1.b0; f I R.z/; 1;i /

Oψ.r; z/ D 91.b0; f I R.z/; 1;i /.r/
with 91 and V1 given by (3.44)–(3.46). We will now show that this approximation
demonstrates the phenomenon of flow reversal when R increases.
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Flow reversal. For the shape of the resulting velocity profiles, the value of the amplitude
k as it appears in the explicit solution (3.45) and (3.46) is of interest. From expression
(3.47) and the result b.z/  b0 it follows that the axial velocity at r D 0 is given by
Ouz.0; z/ D  1
J2.1/
s
b0R.z/
1
C f
R.z/2
: (5.51)
This shows that, when R.z/ grows beyond some critical value, the axial flows at the axis
have opposite sign for the two branches: the solution with kC will have positive velocity
near the axis, while solutions on the other branch, with k−, have negative axial velocity near
the axis. This makes it clear that the branch with the minus sign can show the phenomenon
of flow reversal: the axial velocity will become negative at the axis.
The velocity profiles of the two flows and corresponding data are shown in figures 20–
22.
Figure 20. Axial and tangential velocity profiles of one solution branch at successive places in
an expanding pipe. The flow evolves according to the quasi-homogeneous approximation with
b.z/  b0. This flow corresponds to (3.45) and (3.46) with kC. The values of the parameters
are b0 D 0:1, f D 2.
5.3. Interpretations and conclusions
For a general inhomogeneous medium, with slowly varying inhomogeneity, we have
constructed a quasi-homogeneous approximation, based on special solutions (relative
equilibrium solutions) of a homogenised medium, where the value measuring the
inhomogeneity changes with the propagation of the relative equilibrium solution. To be
successful, the relative equilibria are supposed to be concentrated in space, a condition
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Figure 21. For the same data as in figure 20, the axial velocity profiles of the other quasi-
homogeneous flow with k− in (3.45) and (3.46). At the left of the figures the expansion starts
at R D 1. Note the birth of the re-circulation area (flow reversal) around the central axis at
R  1:2 and its development as R increases. The tangential velocity is the opposite of that in
figure 20.
that was specified in the process of construction. In section 5.1 it was shown that there
are three equivalent ways of obtaining the parameter dynamics for the quasi-homogeneous
approximation.
The derivation using the Fredholm alternative gives the desirable mathematical result
that the approximation is valid on time (and space) scales in which the slowly varying
material properties change by a unit order of magnitude, so the result is valid on time and
length scales of order O.1="/.
Assuming the conditions (A1) and (A2) to hold, which turns out to be a specification of
the concentratedness condition imposed on the relative equilibria, the dynamics could also,
and in fact more simply, be derived from the requirement of energy conservation. That is,
from the requirement that the energy of the inhomogeneous system, when restricted to the
relative equilibria, is constant in time (in the required order):
d
dt
H.γ; ’/ D O."2/:
This last formulation has as another nice property that it allows to conclude that the
parameter dynamics of the approximation has a Hamiltonian structure, just like the complete
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Figure 22. For the same data as in figures 20 and 21, the axial velocity at the axis as given by
(5.51): k C . For R # 0 and R ! 1 the asymptotic behaviour is depicted by the dashed
curves.
inhomogeneous system for which the approximation is constructed. From
d
dt
H.γ; ’/ D P’H’ C PγHγ D O."2/
it immediately follows that with a suitable function  P’ D Hγ C O."/
Pγ D −H’ C O."2/:
Hence, apart from a scaling in time determined by  , the structure is that of a canonical
Hamiltonian system. In general  D 1 C O."/ (see Fledderus and van Groesen (1996b))
so that the scaling cannot be neglected (in the required order). In special cases, the scaling
factor can be left out completely, however. This is the case if  D 1 C O."2/, which turns
out to be true for the Bloch walls for instance (see (5.24)).
6. Perturbation theory for extended structures
In contrast to sections 3, 4 and 5 where we studied concentrated structures, this section is
devoted to spatially extended phenomena: the quantities do not saturate to some limit value
for jxj ! 1. A specific class of functions with this property are periodic functions, and we
will consider unperturbed systems with such solutions. Examples of periodic phenomena in
everyday life are ripples on water and sandy beaches, motion of river beds, electric currents
in wires, etc.
Having period 2= , we can normalise the period of solutions by scaling the spatial
variable upon introducing (the constant)  in the equations:
E.uI / D 0: (6.1)
Typically these solutions have some amplitude a, some speed  and, in case of translation
symmetry, some free phase shift ’. The quantities  , a and  are (algebraically) related,
and this relation is often referred to as the dispersion or eikonal relation. Hence we can
construct some manifold fM of special solutions of (6.1):fM D fV .a; ; ’I /.t/ j .a; ; / D 0g: (6.2)
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Remark. In the previous sections the special solutions were obtained by crossing the
manifold of special, coherent states with some particular velocity. Conversely, the states can
be obtained as the profile of the special solutions at each moment of time. This manifold
of states is denoted usually by M ,
M D fU.a; ’I /.x/ j !.a; / D 0g: (6.3)
Note that up to now (sections 3, 4 and 5) M has been assumed to be the manifold of
relative equilibria. Here we do not yet specify a particular structure of the evolution equation
(6.1). Then M does not yet have a (direct) meaning, except in the case that M D fM ,
i.e. the special solutions themselves are stationary (see section 6.2).
The notation E.uI / and fM suggests that we should view (6.1) as the homogenised version
of some inhomogeneous system E.uI k.x// D 0. When doing so, be aware of a significant
difference with the inhomogeneous case discussed in section 5, where k.x/ was externally
given. Here k.x/ is part of the problem and should follow from the analysis, as a solution
to some, as yet unknown, equation. As we have seen in the previous sections, the dynamics
of the parameters can be driven by two kinds of perturbations, external perturbations and
spatial inhomogeneity. We restrict ourselves in this section to external perturbations. When
starting with some solution on M , this perturbation will in general push it slowly from
the manifold. This means we can look for slowly varying special solutions as a quasi-static
approximation to an exact solution that started at M . So the amplitude a, the position ’
and the spatial periodicity  will change as a function of time and space. However, another
motivation for studying slowly varying solutions is the observation that some features of
the phenomena vary slowly while being described by an unperturbed model equation: we
are dealing with an unperturbed system that on the one hand has a class fM of special
solutions and on the other hand slowly varying solutions that ‘look’ like elements of fM .
Parameter dynamics is then found by introducing ‘slow’ time and spatial coordinates with
the help of a, phenomenologically motivated, small parameter ": X D "px, T D "qt , for
suitable, positive, p and q. The idea is then that elements of fM are used in order to
describe the slowly varying solutions.
Much emphasis will be put on how to find the dynamics and the (mathematical)
justification. Many examples of amplitude and phase-diffusion equations are known and
we state now that our results will be equivalent to these. However, we prefer to work in
the given physical variables, in order to emphasise and continue the direct approach that
we took up in the first section. We will try to explore the ideas from the previous sections:
necessary solvability conditions, geometric interpretations and consistent evolution.
6.1. The NLS as necessary solvability condition
6.1.1. Introduction. In order to illustrate the theory behind the amplitude equations (such as
the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation) that govern the dynamics of modulated waves, Eckhaus
(1994) studies the nonlinear equation (perturbed Klein–Gordon equation)
@2 Nu
@t2
− 1 C "2ψ.j Nuj/ @2 Nu
@ Nx2 C  Nu D 0 (6.4)
where Nu. Nx; t/ is a complex scalar field,  a positive real parameter and " a small parameter.
Note that the perturbation has weight "2 instead of " as we considered in section 4. We
restrict our attention to periodic solutions of the unperturbed equation, say with period 2= .
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Hence, by introducing x D  Nx, we normalise the period and everything is substituted into
(6.4), which then changes to
@2u
@t2
− 2 1 C "2ψ.juj/ @2u
@x2
C u D 0 u.x; t/ D Nu.x=; t/: (6.5)
In Calogero and Eckhaus (1988) more general perturbations of the Klein–Gordon equation
and other evolution operators are studied. However, to show the main idea, it is sufficient
to treat (6.4).
Our first remark is that (6.5) is a perturbed Hamiltonian system. Introducing p D @tu
we can write (6.5) as a first-order system in t ,
@t

u
p

D

0 1
−1 0
 
uH
pH

C "2S (6.6)
with
H.u; p/ D
Z 2
0
(
1
2 jpj2 C 122
@u@x
2 C 12juj2
)
dx; S D

0
2ψ.juj/@2u=@x2

:
The unperturbed equation has translation symmetry (this holds as well for the perturbed
equation; we will come back to this later) with corresponding first integral
I D −
Z 2
0
p
@u
@x
dx:
Relative equilibria of H subject to I D γ are easily found to satisfy the Euler–Lagrange
equation
.2 − 2/@
2u
@x2
C u D 0 (6.7)
with  the Lagrange multiplier. The maximum on the space of 2 -periodic functions is
obtained by
U.a; ’0/.x/ D a sin.x C ’0/ P .a; ’0I /.x/ D −@U=@x D −./a cos.x C ’0/
with 2 D 2 C . Adding the flow of I to this relative equilibrium we get the relative
equilibrium solutions:
V .a; ’0/.x; t/ D a sin.x − t C ’0/ Q.a; ’0/.x; t/ D −a cos.x − t C ’0/:
Denoting the value of the momentum integral I by γ , γ is related to a and  by
γ D I .U; P / D −a2 D 
p
2 C a2 a D a.γ; /:
Note that the dispersion relation holds between  and :
2 D 2 C :
Choosing γ as primary variable, the manifold of relative equilibria is denoted by
M D f.U; P /.a.γ I /; ’I /.x/ j γ; ’g:
We want to study slow modulations of the relative equilibrium solutions, both in time
and space, with the parameter dynamics driven by the external perturbation "2S. The
consequence is that we describe the evolution of the modulations of the parameters by a
PDE in a slow time and space variable. Our aim is to describe these modulations with the
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relative equilibria, where the parameters are adjusted properly. At first sight this ansatz
would lead to three coupled PDEs, namely one for each parameter γ ,  and ’:
Ou.x; t/ D V .a.γ .x; t/I .x; t//; ’.x; t//.t/
D a.γ .x; t/I .x; t// sin.x − ’.x; t//:
Here Ou denotes the quasi-static/homogeneous approximation of an exact solution u that
describes a modulated wave. Note that γ and  are described here in a laboratory coordinate
frame. Another choice would be studying the parameter dynamics in a moving coordinate
frame,
8I’.x;t/U.a.γ .x; t/I .x; t///.x/ D
a.γ .x − ’.x; t/; t/I .x − ’.x; t/; t// sin.x − ’.x; t//
where @’.x; t/=@t denotes the modulated phase velocity . Note that in the last case the
8I’ also acts on the parameters. However, the phase velocity  is not the most optimal
choice for a moving coordinate frame: after analysing the residue we will introduce the
group velocity, d=d , as the most appropriate choice for a new moving frame.
6.1.2. Investigation of the residue. Standard multiple scaling (e.g. Calogero and Eckhaus
(1988)) reduces the three PDEs to one PDE (for a complex variable, the amplitude). This
reduction is obvious by noting that variations in  and ’ cannot be distinguished, i.e. the
system is somehow over-determined (we work with exponentials to simplify notation):
a.x; t/ei.k.x;t/ Nx−’.x;t// D a.x; t/ei.0 NxC..x;t/−0/ Nx−t−.’.x;t/−t//
D a.x; t/ei...x;t/−0/ Nx−.’.x;t/−t//ei.0 Nx−t/
D: Aei.0 Nx−t/
where A is the new complex amplitude, 0 is some constant initial reference period that
prescribes the so-called carrier wave.
Introduce E".u; p/ as
E".u; p/ :D @t

u
p

−

0 1
−1 0
 
uH
pH

− "2S:
We want to describe a slowly varying special solution of the perturbed equation (6.5) by
means of a slowly varying amplitude, and we like to derive an equation for A as a result
of the usual multiple-scaling procedure. That is, we define a new complex amplitude and
write our approximation Ou.x; t/ D A.x; t/ expfi.x − t/g. In the next paragraph, we will
use the original variables γ and ’ as active variables (the amplitude is slaved), find their
dynamics and show equivalence.
With Ou.x; t/ D A.x; t/ expfi.x − t/g the residue E" evaluating in the approximation
reduces to ( Op D @t Ou)†
E". Ou; Op/ D
0BB@
0
−2i

2
@A
@x
C
p
2 C  @A
@t

C

@2A
@t2
− 2 @
2A
@x2

1CCA ei.x−t/
† The appearance of p in the equations is a technical matter, in order to rewrite the second-order system (6.5) as
a first-order system. One part of the first-order system is a defining part (@tu D p) and it can be trivially satisfied
by the approximation . Ou; Op/ by imposing @t Ou D Op.
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− "2
0BB@
0
ψ.jAj/

2
@2A
@x2
C 2i2 @A
@x
− 2A

1CCA ei.x−t/:
Note once again that the period of the carrier wave,  , is constant. The first-order convective
part in the first term of the residue motivates the introduction of a moving coordinate frame,
Lx D x − 
2
p
2 C  t:
Observe that
Lx D . Nx − d
d
t/
i.e. the physical variable Nx is put in a frame moving with the group velocity and then scaled
with  . In this frame the second component of the residue changes to
E". Ou; Op/j2 D − 
2
2 C 
@ LA
@ Lx2 C
@2 LA
@t2
− 2i@
LA
@t
p
2 C 
− "2ψ.j LAj/

2
@2 LA
Lx2 C 2i
2 @
LA
@ Lx − 
2 LA

:
Here LA. Lx; t/ D A.x. Lx; t/; t/.
Multiple scaling. The second and last step is the explicit introduction of slow variables.
We did not perform this step in the previous sections but since the scaling procedure in
this section is a bit more subtle we make it explicit. Observe that in order to balance the
linear and the nonlinear parts (or the Hamiltonian part and the perturbation) we should scale
the variables according to X D " Lx, T D "2t (Calogero and Eckhaus 1988). The second
component then finally reduces to
"2

2i
p
2 C  @A
@T
C 2

1 − 
2
2 C 

@2A
@X2
− 2Aψ.jAj/

C O."3/
multiplied by expfi.x − t/g; here A.X; T / D LA. Lx.X/; t .T //.
Having rewritten the residue we are at the point of applying necessary solvability
conditions that should be satisfied by the residue. Once more, denote an exact solution
of E".u; p/ D 0 by .u; p/ and introduce the error  D .u; p/ D .u; p/ − . Ou; Op/. An
equation for  is at first order easily found to be
E 00. Ou; Op/ D −E". Ou; Op/: (6.8)
But since E0.u; p/ is linear in this case, equation (6.8) reduces to
E0.u; p/ D −E". Ou; Op/: (6.9)
The adjoint of E 00. Ou; Op/, acting on . u;  p/, equals
E0. u;  p/ :D −@t

 u
 p

C
−2@2x  p C p
− u

:
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We are looking for special solutions of the adjoint equation, E0. u;  p/ D 0, namely with
a fast part expfi.x − t/g. Two solutions are given by I .V; Q/ and J−12 @γ .V ; Q/ as an
immediate consequence of the kernel theorem:
I .V; Q/ D

a
−ia

ei.x−t/ J−12 @γ .V ; Q/ D
0B@−i
@a
@γ
− @a
@γ
1CA ei.x−t/:
In the previous section we split the residue in such a way that it is of the form
slow.x; t/  fast.x; t/. The residue should be orthogonal to both solutions I .V; Q/ and
J−12 @γ .V ; Q/ and since the second component (which appears to be the only important one)
of these solutions has both a real and an imaginary slow part, both parts of the residue up
to the order of the perturbation, which is O."2/, should vanish identically. The leads to the
famous nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation for the complex amplitude,
2i
p
2 C  @A
@T
C 2

1 − 
2
2 C 

@2A
@X2
− 2Aψ.jAj/ D 0: (6.10)
Note that (6.10) is Hamiltonian, with structure map −i and Hamiltonian
H.A/ D
Z
2
4
p
2 C 

1 − 
2
2 C 
  @A@X
2 C 22p2 C 9.jAj2/ dX
with 9 0.z2/ D ψ.z/. Although the original perturbation S is not Hamiltonian, on the class
of functions that we investigate it behaves as if it is a Hamiltonian perturbation.
Dynamics in momentum and position variables. We have seen the more or less standard
way of multiple scales to derive an amplitude equation of a slowly varying solution.
However, we could do the same when using the original variables γ and  D ’ −t . These
variables will describe an evolution on the MRE, and hence a quasi-static/homogeneous
approximation of an exact solution that started on this MRE. Note that the relation between
γ and a on the MRE is given and this relation will be used to show the equivalence of the
two different descriptions.
Going through the procedure once more (introducing a moving coordinate frame and
slow variables) we find the following reduction of (the second component of) the residue
(note that since γ and  are real variables, the residue splits into a real and imaginary part):
real : "2

2
4.2 C /

@γ
@X
2
− 2γ @
2γ
@X2
C 4γ 2

@
@X
2
− 2γ 2
p
2 C  @
@T
C ψ.γ; /γ 22’

@
@X
2
C O."3/
imag : "2

2γ
2 C 

@
@X
@γ
@X
C γ @
2
@X2

− γ
p
2 C  @γ
@T
C

C O."3/
where both terms are multiplied by the fast varying carrier wave expfi.x − t/g.
The necessary solvability conditions imply that the O."2/ contributions should vanish
identically, leading to
M.γ /@T


γ

D N.γ; / C

ψ.γ; /γ 22
0

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where
M.γ / D
p
2 C 

2γ 2 0
0 γ

N.γ; / D
0BB@
2
4.2 C /

@γ
@X
2
− 2γ @
2γ
@X2
C 4γ 2

@
@X
2
2γ
2 C 

@
@X
@γ
@X
C γ @
2
@X2

1CCA :
This can be recognised as a perturbed Hamiltonian system for the variables  and γ , namely
@T


γ

D 
2
.2 C /3=2

0 1
−1 0
 
H
γ H

C
0@ ψ.γ; /22p2 C 
0
1A ; (6.11)
with
H.; γ / D
Z X "1
8
.@Xγ /
2
γ
C 12γ .@X/2
#
dX:
Also here the perturbation shows up to be Hamiltonian for the same reasons as mentioned
in the previous paragraph. To show that these equations are equivalent to the nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation, observe that .x; t/ D ’.x; t/ − t in the multiple scaling approach.
Using the relation between γ and a it requires little computation to convert (6.11) into
(6.10).
Concluding, we can say that the use of the original physical variables leads to an
equivalent description of a slowly varying special solution but that the structure (perturbed
Hamiltonian) of the equations for these original variables resembles the structure of the
underlying equation (6.6).
Remark. Observe that the perturbed equation itself admits solutions of the form a expfi.x −
3t/g with
32 D  C k2.1 C "2ψ.jaj//:
It is possible to construct an MRE with these ‘nonlinear’ periodic solutions and investigate
the modulations of this perturbed carrier wave. We will not pursue this matter any further
here.
6.2. The phase-diffusion equation for a dissipative pattern formation equation
This section deals with the case when slowly varying structures are observed in the
unperturbed problem, i.e. the unperturbed problem has a manifold fM of special solutions
and a class of slowly varying solutions that look like elements from fM . The model
has a dissipative structure and the manifold of special solutions consists of equilibria (see
section 2).
6.2.1. Introduction. In order to illustrate the theory behind phase-diffusion equations that
govern the convection of patterns, Cross and Newell (1984) study the model equation
@t Nw C .1 C 1/2 Nw − R Nw C Nw2 Nw D 0: (6.12)
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In this equation, Nw. Nx; Ny; t/ is a complex scalar field, 1 is the two-dimensional Laplacian
and R is a real parameter, being the stress parameter which mimics the role of the Rayleigh
number.
According to Newell et al (1993) it is already pretty clear that the phase-diffusion
equation arises as a solvability condition, hence this example should fit in our framework
of quasi-static/homogeneous evolutions. To show that this is indeed the case, we take the
1+1-dimensional version of (6.12),
@tw C

@2
@x2
C 1
2
w − Rw C w2w D 0: (6.13)
Cross and Newell remark that (6.12) and (6.13) are complexifications of the Swift–
Hohenberg model (Swift and Hohenberg 1977).
Our first remark is that (6.13) is a dissipative system:
@tw D −Id w QH.w/
with
QH.w/ D
Z 
1
2
@2w@x2
2 − @w@x
2 C 12 jwj2 − 12Rjwj2 C 14 jwj4 dx:
Extrema of QH are stationary solutions of (6.13). Observe that (6.13) is invariant under
rotation: multiplication of w with ei’ leaves the system unaltered. This is due to the special
character of the nonlinearity:
w2w D ψ.jwj2/w for ψ.u/ D u2.
Remark. Stationary solutions of (6.13) satisfy a Lagrange multiplier equation:
H.w/ D RI .w/ (6.14)
with
I .w/ D
Z
1
2 jwj2 dx H.w/ D
Z 
1
2
@2w@x2
2 − @w@x
2 C 12 jwj2 C 14 jwj4

dx:
One class of solutions of (6.13) is the class of time-independent periodic solutions:
QW.a; /.x/ D aeix
where a and  are related by
R − a2 D .2 − 1/2: (6.15)
Observe that I .W/ D 12a2.
Denote these solutions of (6.13) by W.a./; I / D a./ expfix C ig, and consider
the manifold
M D fW.a./; I / j g:
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6.2.2. Analysis of the residue. Our next problem is finding a small parameter. Cross and
Newell (1984) introduce an " that is connected with the phenomena they observe and look
for slowly varying solutions on a continuum of Ms, i.e. they look for slowly varying
solutions with slowly varying wave number. In contrast to the previous section, where we
ended with the introduction of slow variables, we now have to start with it. We introduce
X D "x T D "2t
and look for a solution of (6.13) of the form
w D w.X; T /:
We will approximate this solution by a succession of special states, the stationary solutions
that are elements from (different manifolds) M :
Ow.X; T / D W..X; T /; k.X; T // D a.k.X; T // expfik.X; T /=" C i.X; T /g: (6.16)
The scalings change the differential equation into
E.w/ :D "2@T w −

"2
@2
@X2
C 1
2
w C Rw − w2w D 0: (6.17)
Before analysing the residue we extend the notion of wavenumber by defining Qk D
@.Xk/=@X; with this new notion of wavenumber we extend the (static) eikonal relation
to a dynamic one:
R − Qa2 D . Qk2 − 1/2:
When k.X; T / is constant, these new definitions coincide with the old ones.
Substituting the quasi-static/homogeneous approximation (6.16) in the scaled equation,
we can compute the residue up to arbitrary order. Up to O."2/ it is given by (we abbreviate
k.X; T / by k and .X; T / by )
E. Ow/ D QaeikX="Ci

Qk2 − 1
2
C .R − Qa2/

C "eikX="Ci

4 Qa Qk @
@X

1 − Qk2

C i

Qa @.Xk/
@T
C 4 @ Qa
@X
Qk3 C 6 Qa @
Qk
@X
Qk2 − 4 @ Qa
@X
Qk − 2 Qa @
Qk
@X

: (6.18)
The first term between brackets is the O.1/ contribution and vanishes identically in view of
the (dynamic) eikonal relation. With some manipulation of the O."/ contribution we can
rewrite the residue as
E. Ow/ D "e
ikX="Ci
Qa. Qk/

4 Qa. Qk/2 Qk @
@X

1 − Qk2

C i

Qa. Qk/2 @.Xk/
@T
C 2 @
@X

Qa. Qk/2

Qk3 − Qk

: (6.19)
6.2.3. Solvability conditions. Introduce the error  D w − Ow between an exact solution
w and the quasi-static/homogeneous approximation. The first-order equation that should be
satisfied by , assuming  D O."/, is given by
E 0. Ow/ D −E. Ow/:
Now let us check the kernel of E 0. Ow/. Since W.I / is a solution for every  and  in a
suitable interval, we have that
E 0.W.I //@W.I /
@
D 0
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with
@W.I /
@
D da./
d
eixCi C ixa./eixCi
and
E 0.W.I //@W.I /
@
D 0 with @W.I /
@
D ia./eixCi .
Since E.w/ is a dissipative system and W.I / is stationary we have that both @W.I /=@
and @W.I /=@ are elements of ker E 0.W.I // as well as of ker E 0.W.I //
(cf section 2):
hhE 0.W/;  ii D hh@t  − IdH 0.W/;  ii D hh; −@t − H 0.W/Id  ii:
Note that every term in the residue has the form fast.x/slow.X; T / where fast.x/ D eikxCi .
The two elements from the kernel of E 0.W.// also have this form. Moreover, the slow
parts can be split into a real and imaginary contribution. More precisely,
1 :D @W.I k/
@k
D d Qa.
Qk/
d Qk fast.x/ C i Qa.
Qk/xfast.x/
2 :D @W.I k/
@
D i Qa. Qk/fast.x/:
The Fredholm alternative applied to 1;2 and the residue leads then to the phase-diffusion
equation in Cross and Newell:
Qa. Q/2 @
Qk
@T
D − @
2
@X2

2 Qa. Qk/2

Qk3 − Qk

Qa. Qk/2 D R −

Qk2 − 1
2
and @=@X D 0.
6.3. Conclusions and remarks
We have seen that in the derivation of model equations solvability conditions play an
important role. In both examples treated here the structure of the linearised operator is
relatively simple, and we could explicitly determine its (approximate) kernel.
In addition to the NLS equation and the Cross–Newell (phase-diffusion) equation,
another important model is the Ginzburg–Landau or Newell–Whitehead–Segel equation
(Ginzburg and Landau 1965, Newell and Whitehead 1969, Segel 1969). This equation
models the onset of growing modes when a system parameter R passes a critical value,
Rc, and the eigenvalues of the linearisation cross the marginal stability border†. As in the
previous sections there appears a small parameter ", which is now the deviation from the
critical value:
pjR − Rcj D ". The resulting error equation is then iteratively solved by
inserting, as an ansatz, an asymptotic series in ". In this way certain necessary solvability
conditions arise, the first being the Ginzburg–Landau equation (see Bollerman (1996) for a
transparent sketch of the derivation and rigorous proof of the validity).
† This corresponds to the case when R D 0 in (6.13); the analysis for the Swift–Hohenberg equation is described
in e.g. the papers by Collet and Eckmann (1990) and Kirrmann et al (1992).
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7. Reflections and conclusions
We finish this review with some reflections on the results and methods that have been
presented, starting close to the treatment in the preceding sections, and then moving to
ideas and methods further away.
Looking at the general line, we started to construct some approximation Ou of an equation
in such a way that the residue was small, of the order of some perturbation parameter ":
E. Ou/ D O."/:
Then the error , the difference with an exact solution,  D u − Ou, satisfies in lowest order
the inhomogeneous (unperturbed) linearised equation with right-hand side the small residue.
From the observation that the linearised operator is singular as a consequence of
the fact that the approximation is a trajectory in a set M of exact solutions of the
unperturbed equation, we argued that, in order to have a small error (of order "), it is
necessary that the residue should satisfy certain solvability conditions; these conditions are
orthogonality conditions which arose from general considerations for Fredholm operators.
The orthogonality conditions then determined the precise trajectory in M, i.e. the
approximation Ou. Observe that we did not actually calculate the error . In lowest order that
could be done by solving the equation (2.18), which can be done by the fact the solvability
conditions are satisfied. This process could then be repeated, leading to higher and higher
order approximations. This is common practice when one looks at a perturbation of a steady
state and a series expansion in " is inserted in the equation; then equations for the variables
are found by requiring that secular terms vanish. The point to which we have restricted
ourselves is the construction of Ou which replaces the (simpler) steady state in the other
results.
A second remark concerns the specific structure of the equations. We could deal with the
whole class of Poisson systems. For these equations we were able to formulate the ‘kernel
theorem’ which relates the kernel of the linearised equation with that of the adjoint linearised
equation; the elements of the last kernel are needed to write down the solvability conditions,
which then leads to the correct approximation Ou. We have seen that the parameter dynamics
that determines this approximation has a structure that resembles the structure of the original
equation. In particular, for inhomogeneous Poisson systems, the parameter dynamics is a
Poisson system again. When the problem is in fact a Hamiltonian system, which is for
instance the case for the sine-Gordon equation, an alternative way of obtaining the parameter
dynamics would be to use the variational formulation for the dynamic equation (Hamilton’s
canonical action principle). Inserting parameterised trajectories in the action functional
leads to a function on the parameter set; critical points of this function will produce the
correct parameter dynamics. This is a variant of Whitham’s averaging method; see e.g.
Whitham (1974). When dealing with genuine Poisson systems, which are degenerate and
for which no dynamic variational principle is available, this method does not apply directly.
It may be possible that the so-called multiple Hamiltonian structure as defined by Bridges
(1995) can be a way of overcoming this problem. More generally it would be desirable
to have a better understanding of the relation between the solvability conditions of this
review and those, and other, averaging methods. Another point (that may be related to
the previous observation) for further investigation for the class of Poisson systems is the
role of constrained critical points of the Hamiltonian when as constraint the momentum
integral (which is not a first integral for the inhomogeneous Hamiltonian) is used. These
critical points are not of the same direct dynamic relevance as relative equilibria, but they
have certainly some approximate relevance; see the remark following assumption 5.3. More
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generally, the method that we have described for the different problems can also be viewed
as one method of investigating the role of an almost-first-integral for the dynamics near
sets (the manifold M) that are nearly invariant, i.e. near what can be called almost-relative
equilibria. It should be possible to give a more precise meaning to these notions. There
can also be other ways to deal with near-integrals in a useful way.
Clearly there are still many problems to solve and relations between the methods for
nonlinear partial differential equations to discover. Motivations may be found in this review,
or in any paper on this matter. Our own motivation for the research over several years that
is partly described in this review, came from the exciting paper by Hasegawa (1985) and
from a desire to find a mathematical justification for the intriguing, simple, reasoning in
that paper. Hasegawa describes in more general terms a principle of ‘selective dissipation’
leading to ‘self-organisation’. The ideas have been used previously to understand decaying
turbulence in plane flows; notions such as enstrophy cascade and inverse energy cascade
arise there (Kraichnan (1967); see also Kraichnan and Montgomery (1980) and Bretherton
and Haidvogel (1976)). As a tribute to Hasegawa’s paper we summarise the principal idea
as he described it. Suppose two functionals, A and B, measure some observables for a
system, for instance energy and entropy. Then, at a particular moment, states that minimise
A at a given value of B may be relevant. This will actually be the case when dissipation
is present in the system that acts selectively on the functionals: say that the quantity A
decays faster than B. Then, intuitively, the system will approach in progressing time a
state that minimises A relative to B: a dynamic self-organisation principle. A more precise
description of this idea (taking into account the degeneracy) is nothing but the way how the
approximation in section 4 has been described. See also van Groesen (1989) for a more
detailed description.
This brings us to a last connection with well established results. In the paper of Holm
et al (1985), relative equilibria were constructed in Poisson systems and their stability
investigated. Their approach is characteristic of a mathematical investigation of systems
without perturbation. They restrict their investigation to the level sets of the integrals (which
are invariant, and therefore the relevant sections in phase space). Besides that, the actions
of Hamiltonian flows of integrals that are not Casimir functionals are divided out. What
remains is a so-called reduced system; by the reduction the relative equilibria have become
genuine equilibria. We did not pursue the analysis in this way for two reasons. First, working
in the quotient space has the disadvantage that the reduced states are sometimes difficult to
relate to the original physical variables. Furthermore, the actions of the Hamiltonian flows,
although irrelevant for their stability research (when looking at a kind of ‘orbital’ stability),
lead to motions that are relevant in the physical system. This is certainly the case when, as
has been our intention, perturbative effects are incorporated; then level sets are not invariant
anymore, and the action of Hamiltonian flows become non-trivial. Hence, the results of
this review can be viewed as a (partial) extension of the methods in Holm et al (1985),
extended using the principal idea of selective dissipation described by Hasegawa.
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